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editorial

ERIN MAYOU HHP | Email me at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

prevent another woman from feeling hurt and exposed.
In general, to experience an empowered birth we have to
understand that, in the end, we will walk that fine line between
pregnancy and new motherhood on our own. Even with
another hand to hold, we will enter a stage of birth where we
have to do it alone. We cannot, except in perhaps a few rare
circumstances, rely on another to save us or carry us through.
Our trusted care providers are also human: they can be tired,
they can make mistakes, they do not own or control the
circumstances of birth any more than we, as mothers, can.
Unfortunately I have learned, first-hand, that care providers are
not always as completely forthcoming as we may believe them
to be; I have had procedures explained to me as a patient that
I know do not include all the risks only because of my training
as a doula. I have read studies that are used to support routine
PHOTO BY: KIRK PHOTOS

When I contemplate what entails, “Empowered
birth,” I naturally include the concepts of agency
and acceptance. That is why it is with great remorse that
we have pulled the previous cover of this issue and decided
to reprint it with a new and beautiful image. Our previous
cover featured a mother birthing her child, and catching
the baby with her own hands. It was a powerful image to me
that brought me back to the first time I caught one of my
children with my own hands, which felt profoundly different
than birthing a child into the hands of a midwife. What I
failed to do was to really see the woman in the picture as

procedures which have questionable methodology or where
the conclusion does not even support the routine intervention
being offered. We have to think critically about each offer
given to us, and plan ahead what we want to experience from
our own birth. That will not always mean an intervention free
birth, or un-medicated birth, or even a vaginal birth, but I hope
that it will always include an informed birth, an autonomous
and self-aware birth: well, as aware as any birthing mother
can be! We also have to get to an open and vulnerable place,
where we can quietly listen to the lessons our pregnancy, birth,
and indeed our life journey, are teaching us. We may not have
to accept every aspect of a negative outcome, but we can
accept the lessons it has to teach us. We can accept growth,

a person. I saw birth art. I saw power and beauty. I forgot

healing, or greater community support during times of travail.

to see her vulnerability. I forgot to honour her agency and

So what makes pregnancy empowering? How can we have an,

acceptance. The mother did not know time picture had been

“Empowered Birth?” Most importantly, how do we become

chosen for the cover of our magazine and felt betrayed by its

empowered mothers? One of the best ways to ensure you

usage. Although I stand by the Birth Issues team in why the

will have the confidence to birth with agency, and request

image was chosen, and that all parties followed policies and

the information and time you need to make proper decisions

legal contracts, I have grown as an editor, and woman, and

during the birth process, is to ensure you are educated about

have come to accept that, in the words of my friend Eldyka

the options, choices, and possible outcomes included in

Simpson, “Sometimes we need to go beyond what is right, be

birth. When putting this issue together I kept thinking about

cognisant of feelings of those feeling betrayed, and simply

what a good article would be to help other mothers have an

hold space for [their] experience.” This is something that

empowered birth, and I kept thinking, “Well, we already have a

Birth Issues and ASAC takes very seriously. Leaving a fellow

great article about that…” So look through our past editions of

woman feeling vulnerable and hurt is the last thing we want to

Birth Issues, online or from the ASAC office. Borrow from our

accomplish. We are all truly sorry for the hurt and discomfort

lending library. Attend our Birth & Baby talks or come down

this caused. We will be looking at how we can change our

during our weekly playgroup to chat with other moms about

guidelines and policies to best reflect this growth and to

their fears, excitement, advice and favorite resources.
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ASAC president’s message

DANA WEATHERHEAD | Email me at president@asac.ab.ca

other moms things like, “It is too bad you had to be induced,”
and “How sad it is you had to have a caesarean.”
I feel there is no wrong way to birth, only your way. Whether
you chose to birth in a hospital, hotel or at home, with a
doctor, midwife or alone, natural, with induction or via
caesarean my only wish is that you do it from an empowered
place where you have educated yourself and are making an
informed choice and providing informed consent.
It has been exciting over the past decade to see the public
funding of midwifery finally come into effect. It is encouraging
to see increases to courses of care and new practices
established, or grown, in more rural Albertan communities.
However we are aware that every nine months nearly 2,000
women are being turned down from midwifery care, while
sitting on a wait-list; despite seeing how our lobbying has
Empowered Birth … so many beautiful images come to mind,
and they are not only of women birthing in water or with a
midwife. They are images of woman birthing how, where and

helped increase access to choices in care providers and birth
options it still does not guarantee that each of us will have the
provider of our choice, the location, or sometimes even the

with the care provider they choose: surrounded by the people

respect we deserve.

they want surrounding them, open to adjusting their plan to

To some women who are not able to secure their preferred

adapt to the ever changing circumstances that arise in birth,

care provider it can feel as though they have been robbed

and doing so as empowered women who are educated and

of the chance for an empowering birth. What we are always

able to make informed choices and provide informed consent.

able, and encouraged, to do is educate ourselves. This way we

While there are many reasons women feel they are not always

are better prepared to advocate for ourselves, regardless of

able to birth in an empowered way, lack of access to certain
birth providers and options of birth location are two of the
top reasons. I feel strongly that while these circumstances may
largely be out of your control in the short-term, and may not
necessarily change while you are pregnant, you can still have
an empowered birth.
The other area I would like to speak to is, “Mommy shaming.”
Intentional or not, we see and hear of many moms telling

the circumstances we encounter in birth. As mothers, we can
most certainly stand behind other mothers and support them
in their decisions and journey through motherhood. We all
need our village and our tribe. We never truly know another
woman’s reason for their birth story. It is not our story to define
or judge. It is only our story to support, no matter what. May
we move forward supporting mothers and helping them any
way we can so we can all have Empowered Births.

Message of Thanks:
The ASAC would like to extend a huge thank you to Kim Armstrong, Deputy Minister of Seniors and Housing, for her presentation
on the Judy Project at our January community meeting. Kim spoke to the group about discovering their superpowers and
developing the skills needed to leverage them. She talked about the strength women have as leaders, how we need to
acknowledge biases to move forward more effectively in business and personal situations, and the power of networking.
The evening was thought provoking and inspiring for all who were able to attend.
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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Please email your birth announcements with a photo of your babes to the Editor-in-chief at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

Gabriel Hily

Mabel Saoirse McInnally

Jensen Dale Volkman

Véronique and Mikaël are thrilled to

November 23, 2017 – 9 lb 10 oz

Jensen arrived 2.5 weeks early on

announce the arrival of their son Gabriel

Dayle, Hugh, and big brother Holden,

October 28, 2017, at 11:27 a.m.: 7 lb 7oz

via surrogate Heather Sharp on January
24th, 2018, at Lucina Birth Centre. A
heartfelt thank you to Megan Dusterhoft
and the Beginnings Midwifery Care
team, to our doula, Marcy Gordon, to
the ANU Fertility Consultants team, and
to Vannessa Brown.

welcomed sweet baby girl Mabel into
the world in a beautiful, healing, water
birth. Thank you midwives Barb Scriver
and Teilya Keily, and doula Vanessa
Shynkaruk. We love you to the moon
and back Mabel.

and 20”. Born at home, after labouring
10 hr, with our wonderful midwives
Tara and Heidi, and student midwife
Sarah. Everything about his birth was
completely different than expected, but
we could not have been happier.

ASAC is
OPEN
Bjorn David Hughes

Abigail Ruth

Erin and Scott would like to proudly

Abigail Ruth was born December 15,

announce the birth of their son Bjorn,

2017, to happy parents Carmen and

on February 17, 2018. Thank you to

Drew. She was born at home, thanks

Nana and Grand-Dad who unexpectedly

to the caring and expertise of the

had a grand-baby in their bathtub and

midwives, Barb and Cathy. We are ever

midwives in the house while we visited

grateful!

one weekend. What a rush!

Public Hours Every:
Friday from 10am to noon
2nd Tuesday of the month
from 7:00pm to 8:30pm
You can Book the ASAC
office Space!
Contact us at president@
asac.ab.ca
Address: 7219 – 106 Street,
Edmonton
(next to Whyte ave and
Gateway Boulevard)
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birth stories

BIRTH AS

Nature

DESIGNED
PHOTO BY: BLOSSOMING BIRTH

By Angela Esplin

Sitting with labouring women has been one of the
greatest honours in my life. Countless times I have
been called to sport my doula hat; unfortunately
somewhere within the realms of bringing new life
forth, the earth-stopping magnificence of birth is
often amiss amongst many care providers. While
attending my first birth in 2000, I could not help but question
the separation between mom and babe. My friend laid on
the hospital bed holding my hand while her baby—limbs
outstretched, stunned and shaking—cried on the warmer.
I consciously opened my energy to be a physical conduit
between them both. During most of the births I have
witnessed intervention has taken shape, not necessarily for
better outcomes. Little has changed when one considers the
mechanics of being born, yet numerous prenatal providers
continue to practise erroneous techniques despite evidencebased findings, national standards, or even the mother’s
wishes. I thought the answer perhaps laid in the hands of

pregnant women becoming more birth-savvy, or weary of
the potential pitfalls, yet what I had come to trust in my bones
could not be transmuted into another’s experience. I did not
immediately realize that the only person who could birth as I
had envisioned was me.
My partner and I had begun trying to conceive in December,
2015. Though I had been tracking my cycle for years,
intentional charting quickly turned playful spontaneity into
pressurized scheduling. Despite what the ovulation calculator
indicated, I conceived in August, 2016, upon responding to
an inner calling that ‘now’ was the time. I had been wearing a
black obsidian yoni egg1 for weeks on end until one day while
voiding, it released into the toilet. I intuited my lack of desire
to reinsert it was my body indicating the yoni egg had served
its purpose, which was later confirmed with implantation
bleeding. It was finally my turn to embark on the internal
journey of birth. The next step was building my supports.
For more than a decade I had contemplated who to invite
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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PHOTO BY: BLOSSOMING BIRTH

PHOTO BY: BLOSSOMING BIRTH

PHOTO BY: BLOSSOMING BIRTH

My pregnancy was incredible, yet my desire to deeply
trust pregnancy and birth was challenged by community
standards and unconscious cultural norms. Upon discussing
my strong desire to birth at home during my initial midwifery
consultation, I was informed if the midwife were tending a
labouring woman in the hospital (about 20 minutes away),
I would be requested to forego my homebirth and reroute.
I silently questioned if conversations such as these were
contributing factors to Mission’s low homebirth rate. I was
recurrently asked if I had any questions during my prenatal
appointments, yet my views, hopes, fears, or dreams of birth
PHOTO BY: BLOSSOMING BIRTH

into my birthing space yet my favourites practiced in distant
cities, cajoling me to continue autonomously planning my
prenatal care: I nurtured my wellbeing via holistic pathways
such as massage, acupuncture, pelvic floor physio, network
spinal analysis chiropractic, prenatal yoga, a mother blessing
ceremony, belly casting and mehndi application, nutritious
freezer stocking, homebirth-focused prenatal classes, labour
doula support and birth photography.

8
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were not enquired after. I took fetal heart tones at home
via fetoscope, and requested the same during prenatal
appointments2. I requested the NIPT (non-invasive prenatal
testing) blood work3, a prerequisite being a dating ultrasound
despite knowing my date of conception; it seemed my own
knowledge of self was not sufficient. I wanted to confirm
baby’s organs were developing normally, so opted for the 20week detailed scan. Originally wanting only one ultrasound,
I surprised myself by how joyful I had felt after seeing my

wee one on the monitor. I intuited I was carrying a boy

homebirth supplies in our bedroom,” and, “Connect the birth

and remained adamant that baby’s sex not be investigated,

pool hose attachments.” I called out to him in frustration,

savouring the connection with my child instead of succumbing

asking what was more important than being at my side.

to an inundated culture of instant gratification. I declined

When he replied he was tending to my list, I yelled out, “Screw

gestational diabetes and group B strep4 testing, stretch

the list.”

and sweeps , and all cervical ‘ripening’ methods including
5

acupuncture, evening primrose oil6, and verbena cocktails7.

Eventually I requested continual support and the knowing
hands of my doula’s touch; by 4 a.m. she had arrived and

Nearing the end of pregnancy, I found myself 41+4 weeks

was just the medicine I needed. She had the ability to

along, sitting in the midwife’s office hearing words like,

silently sit with me, holding my hands, rubbing my back,

“Induction , OB consult, non-stress test , ultrasound.” My

applying pressure in just the right way, reminding me to

fundal height measurement had halted at 39 weeks and the

go into the pain, while peppering-in encouragement. The

recommendation was to investigate, all of which I declined. It

birth photographer joined the space next, making her calm

was the first moment I had felt deflated during my pregnancy;

presence known merely through the quiet clicking of her

I had viewed the accompanying credentials a care provider’s

camera. My partner and doula interchanged roles as they

name held synonymous with allied warrior, willing to protect

needed, while my sweetie ensured all were fed and

every pregnant woman’s unfolding through the altered states

sufficiently caffeinated.
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of birth rather than leaving her isolated on a predatory-filled
island. I found myself standing above the infamous cascade
of intervention; diving in would allow me to relinquish my
power and take homage in bequeathed responsibility. This
was where the resounding fear to trust one’s innate role as a
life-giver vanished. I came to terms with my deepest fear, that
everything I had studied over the years would be washed away
and culminate in caesarean birth. I spoke with my wee one
to inform him it was time to get labour rolling, then took a
homeopathic dose of Ignatia for my inner grief.

The primary midwife arrived just before 1 p.m. All of my
preferences had been discussed prenatally, so it came as no
surprise when I declined all vaginal dilation exams. I did not
speak much during labour, yet occasionally inquired after the
purple line’s progression. The midwife toggled back between
the fetoscope and Doppler during times where it was difficult
to ascertain baby’s heart rate. I wore my compression stockings
throughout labour as my leg varicosities needed all of the
support they could get. Interestingly, whenever I kneeled back
on my legs my blood pressure elevated. I was grateful my

On June 6, I experienced a forgotten, yet familiar, sensation

midwife recognized this and asked me to refrain from sitting

akin to a period cramp. When I needed to stop food

certain ways, versus suggesting transporting to hospital.

preparation and dishes around 8 p.m., to grab the counter,
I knew baby was signaling to me that labour had begun. I
plowed through odds and ends in one last nesting effort,
yet only got so far before the altered state descended
upon my eyes, leaving me feeling as though I had taken a
hallucinogenic. I was cognizant of voiding to keep the birth
passage free of obstacles. My rhythm cycled from water out,
to water in, applying lip balm, and climbing onto a pile of
pillows on the bed that supported me in hands and knees.
My partner dozed until I eventually requested his assistance.
The contractions were intensifying and I longed to lean into a
physical support. I sat on the toilet, burying my head into Ryan
for rest, then arched back against the toilet tank so hard that
the top popped off during contractions. Ryan tended to the
early labour to-do list I had created for him, which contained
tasks like, “Clear a designated space for the midwives’

A foreign popping sensation announced my water breaking
at 1:45 p.m., onto a drop sheet I had been kneeling over for
hours. At 1:50 p.m. the midwife asked me to perform a selfexamination to palpate for an umbilical cord. Later on at 3:30
p.m., she asked me to do so again to assess dilation. I was
enamoured feeling my son’s head, the skin bunched up upon
itself, and the firm texture of his skull bones beneath my touch.
I invited Ryan to also feel our baby’s head and while doing so
internally, he cleverly traced the outline of baby’s head with
one finger and mimicked the outline on the carpet with the
other hand for the midwife, who rejoiced seeing I was
fully dilated.
From around 2 p.m. I had held my perineum; doing so allowed
me to take comfort knowing that the burning I felt was only
my yoni stretching. I had not been actively pushing at any
given point, though I did surrender to the sensations which
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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overcame my thought process. As I knelt upright on the floor

of acknowledgment rarely recognized. After I brought my

against the foot of the bed, I grunted. I involuntarily bore down

wee one to my chest the waves of emotion struck and I began

and repetitively crossed my ankles trying to escape the pain

sobbing to release the energetic charge. Eventually I pulled

while unfamiliar tones, guttural and primal, emerged from the

him away to inspect his genitals. “I knew you were a boy!” I

depths of my vocal cords, a component somehow incredibly

expressed through joyful tears.

important that would help me birth my babe. “Orgasmic birth
is a lie,” I said aloud, humourously, and queried my doula for
reassurance that ‘this’ was normal. I felt I had betrayed every
woman I had ever sat with in labour; how had I ever looked a
woman in the eye and told her this was the normal process of
birth, that she would be okay, and that everything was flowing
along as nature intended? When my doula mentioned I would
be meeting my baby soon, I responded that she could not
make such a claim and that his timing was truly unknown.
I did not want to let my guard down or use her statement as
a crutch. I remained vigilant in my process, equally alert, yet
profoundly yielding within my altered delta state. I sung
praises to every women who had ever birthed unassisted,
pondering the internal state required to navigate birthing
completely alone.
I certainly had not wanted any coached pushing, yet it became
unmistakably clear to me that nobody could accurately direct
an unmedicated woman on how to push; only the labouring
woman herself can feel how long a contraction is maintaining
within the uterus10. I asked Ryan if he was ready to receive our
baby, unbeknownst to everyone in the room how imminent his
arrival would be. I recall the sensation of the last contraction,
which hung in the air. Time slowed down, everything within
my thought process stilled and the following option arose;
either allow another contraction to pass, or ride the wave
of this lengthy contraction to its fullest. I worked with the
energy and birthed my sweet boy at 41+6 weeks in one fell
swoop, head, shoulders, and body all at once, landing him
into his father’s trusted hands. It was 4:10 p.m. on June 7, the
seven-year anniversary of my maternal grandmother’s passing.
The midwife helped Ryan pass our boy in between my legs
as I turned around. The untamed energy, thick and palpable
within any space where a baby has just birthed, was wildly
dancing about. I vocalized a loud, “Shhh,” to silence everyone,
later pondering how consciously I had managed my own
energy with clients in the moments following a baby’s birth.
The room stilled as if only the three of us remained. While
Ryan motioned to pass our son into my hands, I halted him,
gesturing to keep him on the floor as I gifted myself a few
moments to honour the birth pause: that miniscule window

10
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I was following physiologic management of the third stage and
extensive delayed cord clamping to avoid anyone palpating
the cord11 The secondary midwife, who had arrived just as
baby was born, asked to perform the newborn exam only 20
minutes later, though I asked her to wait. Even if I had no prior
knowledge of non-interruption during the first hour after birth,
I had only just laid eyes upon the most important person in my
life; why would a near stranger have the audacity to disrupt this
deep meeting after only 20 minutes? Although she was simply
tending to her role, the system was horribly flawed.
When my placenta had not detached after 30 minutes,
a course of action ensued involving nipple stimulation,
breastfeeding, bearing down, consuming a piece of placenta
(as a small piece of membrane hung from the vaginal
opening), voiding my bladder, homeopathics, a uterine
tincture, Bach flower essences, and blowing bubbles into a
cup of water to relax my pelvic floor muscles. I had not felt any
subsequent contractions, though I recognized my hesitation
to passing anything else through the vaginal canal so soon
after my son was born. My blood loss had been normal, but the
midwives were concerned. I cheekily reassured the midwives
that in the realm of physiologic birth, this variance in timing
was completely normal. When a potential hospital transfer
was mentioned I declined, stating there was no reason after
making it this far. I followed the cord into the vaginal opening
to assess where it was leading, and could feel the veins on the
placenta, which was sitting in the vaginal canal. By 5:40 p.m. I
had my second birth.
My mom stopped in on her way home from work, and I
immediately burst into tears upon seeing her face; this one
pivotal, silently understood moment was being painted into
our ‘her’story, as we welcomed the newest member to our
small family. While a first degree tear was successfully repaired,
I boldly teased that I had only hired a registered midwife in
the event that suturing had been required, to which everyone
laughed. Within a couple hours after baby was born, both
midwives had departed at which point we began the cord
burning process. I had wanted a longer, more ceremonial
severing than what cutting could offer. I nursed my son while

Ryan shielded us from the heat, as our doula and my mom
each held a lit beeswax candle, simultaneously twisting one
side of the limp white cord, encouraging its release.
Later on, my doula would recount to me that I had only
opened my eyes a handful of times throughout my entire
labour. It was not until my baby was born that I said hello to
everyone in the room, having gently emerged from the crux
of my altered state. I never did make it back downstairs during
labour, or into the birth pool, let alone the shower or tub.
Once I had hunkered down, it was all I could do to move from
the floor to the toilet.
By the next day Ryan and I confirmed our son’s name via
pendulum: Logan Ryder Loblick. Logan and I remained skin-toskin in bed for a couple weeks, barring the second day, when I
photographed and encapsulated his placenta. I find placentas
to be fascinating, and did not want to give up the opportunity
to fully explore Logan’s while alchemizing it into many forms.
As an encapsulator, it was finally my turn to experience
the taste and the effects of all the many ways it could be
processed. I certainly did not want to pay anyone else to do so,
or have it leave my sight, but I did feel lightheaded being on
my feet that much and would think twice about doing so again
in the future.
I am grateful my midwife graciously stood by as I took the lead
in my son’s birth. I realize not all care providers would willingly
relinquish their egos to hold such witnessing. I recognized that
by hiring a registered midwife, I could not escape the laden
protocols her midwifery hat entailed, though I did appreciate
the flexibility she displayed, for this was my opportunity to
labour and birth as nature had intended.
Our positive experience has flourished postpartum: the three

3. NIPT (non-invasive prenatal testing) blood work is taken from the mother and
analyzes both her DNA and the fetus’ DNA in order to test for chromosomal
abnormalities. It is similar in function to the amniocentesis, but without the
invasion and risk to the fetus.
4. GBS is a naturally occurring bacteria in the vaginal flora and is found in 20-40%
women. It is not a STD. However, a newborn baby can be become seriously ill from
a GBS infection.
5. Stretch and sweeps refer to when a caregiver does a deep vaginal exam and
moves her fingers around the cervix to stimulate and/or separate the membranes
around the baby.
6. Evening Primrose Oil given by one capsule, orally, three times a day for a week
showed a significant improvement on Bishop score and cervical length. According
to Karen Ty-Torredes’ study, “The effect of oral evening primrose oil on bishop
score and cervical length among term gravidas,” published in the American Journal
of Obstetrics & Gynecology in 2006, evening primrose oil could be recommended
to healthy, term women awaiting the onset of labour.
7. Lemon verbena and castor oil are used as an induction cocktail to help a woman
go into labour by creating uterine contractions.
8. Induction is when your labour is artificially started, using a synthetic gel to ripen
the cervix and then synthetic hormone to make the uterus contract.
9. Non-stress test (NST) is monitoring. It is a simple, non-invasive test performed at
the hospital. Although fetal risks are still very low, the Society of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists of Canada recommends regular NST after 41 weeks pregnancy to
make sure baby’s oxygenation is optimal.
10. Pushing occurs instinctively when a woman follows her body and waits for the
lower uterine muscles to take over the outward ejection of the fetus. Refrain from
telling her what to do. Many nurses will encourage a woman to push hard and hold
her breath—although this can be an effective way to push a baby fast, it can also
cause a women to rely on the encouragements, take her out of her body forgetting
to listen to her body, and cause extensive tearing.
11. Third stage of labour refers to the release and ejection of the placenta. It is the
leading cause of maternal death (excessive bleeding). It is taken very seriously
and monitored closely. Although the placenta can be born naturally, if a woman is
exhausted, had a traumatic birth, or is feeling self-conscious— she may have few
contractions which may affect her ability to birth the placenta in a timely fashion.
Unless there is clear evidence of excessive bleeding, caregivers are encouraged a
wait-and-see approach in the management of the birth of the placenta.

To become more familiar with the boldface, childbirth related
terms in this story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms
on page 57.
Angela is mama to one sweet little cub whose contagious smiles
and giggles light up a room. She’s a pollinator-loving gardener
who enjoys crafting recipes in her herbal apothecary, as well
as sitting with women in labour, breastfeeding in public, and
seeing through a camera’s lens.

of us have been bed-sharing since day one, we wear Logan in
a variety of carriers and wraps, cloth diapering and elimination
communication has been incredible, and we have been adding
in sign language. Logan brings such wealth to the lives he
touches, and I am blessed to be his mama.

Editor’s Notes
1. Yoni eggs have been used in China for over 5,000 years, where they were said to
access sexual power, awaken sensuality, and maintain amazing health.
2. Doppler uses a continuous ultrasound wave, although at a weaker emission than
a sonogram. The safety of ultrasound use is debated among some because of the
results of some studies, as well as the lack of long term studies, and the fact that
some national obstetrical governing bodies warn about the overuse of ultrasound
or from receiving ultrasound by non-medical trained staff: sometimes the case in
3-D and 4-D ultrasound. Since a fetoscope uses no ultrasound, it does not pose the
risk that a doppler or ultrasound may.
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DOWN SYNDROME
By Maria Jordan Mackeigan
more ABC learning were starting to become a bit more real.
Our doctor confirmed, with an early ultrasound, that we were
indeed expecting. Our baby girl was over the moon excited for
a sibling.
Weeks went by and I began feeling the baby. I loved being
pregnant, though my prior pregnancy was not easy. The
morning sickness for me was not just morning. It was all day,
every day. Feeling the baby moving, hiccupping, and kicking
always made it so incredibly worth it.
On a crisp fall morning, we radiated with excitement. We sang
and laughed all the way to the clinic. It literally felt like we were
headed to the happiest place on earth. We arrived at a very
anticipated ultrasound, another chance to look at our baby, to
hear the drumming beauty of this precious one’s heartbeat.
We could not wait to see a sweet profile. I was excited, felt
complete, and oh so amazed at life and the idea of getting
another chance of bringing a baby into this world. It was

Imagine loneliness so severe, so dark and gloomy: a
feeling of walls coming together, a place of pressure,
isolation and loneliness. I was accompanied by my
beautiful daughter and my sweet soulmate, the day I
felt alone, sad and empty.
For months our five year old, Ana Maria, had been asking for a
baby sister; a happy-go-lucky child who spent her days going

enough to carry me through this cloud nine I was on.
After a silent technician carefully took picture after picture of
the baby, my heart began to race. I tried to make small talk but
she ignored me and stayed focused on her task. I could not
help but worry. When suddenly, the ceiling in my being came
crashing down, the walls in all the hope I felt crumbled down,
the windows of happiness shattered before me.

to the park, helping me make dinner, and helping Daddy with

The words floated around the room like a thousand pieces of

anything that needed fixing around the house. Her passionate

a puzzle had been thrown up in the air. I could not catch them

requests for a sibling were becoming a constant plea and

all and put them together. The room was spinning and I felt

begging during our nightly prayers.

myself reaching for those tiny parts that made up our new

What she did not realize was that Daddy and I were trying. We
could imagine life with more children in our home; it would
bring so much laughter and sweet adventures. We just had to
keep trying. My body seemed to be failing me, and we had
difficulty getting pregnant.
After about nine months of tests, stress, and prayers, we finally
got the good news we were hoping for and our dreams of

12
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reality. The doctor had come into the room and said, “Your
baby has a heart defect.” I began to imagine the worst. Would I
be able to walk again without feeling like I could lose our baby
if I tripped or fell?
I felt a responsibility so incredible. You know that feeling
you get as a mother when you are handed your baby for the
first time and you are responsible to keep them whole, safe,

PHOTO BY: MELISSA DEPAPE

nourished and, most of all, alive? That feeling for me was

breaking, I could feel the extreme hot tears rolling down my

multiplied times infinity as I was told my baby had a broken

face and burning.

heart. How could I ever protect her, keep her safe and whole,
and most importantly alive?

When we arrived at the Royal Alex Hospital, we were ushered
in for a fetal echocardiogram1. I had some hope that what they

How could our baby have a heart defect? Would I be able to

had told us was completely wrong.

walk without her heart stopping? The soon-to-be big sister’s

The reality was just that, her defect was real! We not only had

dream was coming true, or was it? Would we lose her before
meeting her? Our trip to the next unexpected appointment
was somber and with much despair, questionable. All I could
say was, “Why?” Why us? Why her? I could feel my heart

to worry about her heart, but we were also hit with a horrible
aftershock, the doctor said this particular heart defect which
in her case was a complete atrioventricular septal defect was
correlated with Down syndrome. So more than likely this little
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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being we were praying so much for would be born with an

say, I had to make a few phone calls but the best one of all was

extra chromosome. Just like that, in one day, our world came

the one to my big girl at school. As soon as I heard her sweet

crumbling down and it was hard to look through the rubble at

voice over the phone my heart skipped a beat. I told her that

our future. I could not see a good outcome, I could not see life

her baby sister was coming today and she could meet her

beyond this point. I wanted to wake up from my nightmare.

after school. I could picture her smiling silently as she shyly

We drove home as tears flowed, the big-sister-to-be in

replied, “Today?”

the backseat with worry in her eyes. We adults in the front

It was around 10 a.m. I figured, since I was already dilated, the

looked ahead at the most foggy, drizzly, darkest road we had

baby would come pretty soon. They admitted me into the

ever seen. The edges of this puzzle we had been given were

room which would also serve as the delivery room and got

beginning to form.

me comfortable with an IV and, since my contractions were

Months went by and we prayed like we have never prayed

beginning to be so uncomfortable, I requested an epidural2. I

before. Mind you, I am the kind of Catholic that goes to Mass
every single Sunday, rain or shine. Imagine the desperate call in
my heart.
Each day seemed to bring negative feelings into my world;
the fear of the unknown kept creeping up wherever I went,
whatever I did. Most days I would call my mom from a dark
place within my heart; it is all a blur now. All I remember is that
I was deep in a hole of terrible despair. We would pray and I
would beg for a healthy baby. She would remind me to trust in
God. When my sweet soulmate would come home, I would ask
him why. He would tell me not to lose hope and to have faith.
My love for this sweet angel had not changed throughout
all the anguish. In fact it had grown tremendously to a point
where my heart was exploding with unending love.

have a very low tolerance for pain, and I truly felt I could not
do it without getting the huge needle on my back. Though I
always feared it, I knew I would be better off with it. Thinking
back to my first born, it had been an exhausting 22 hours of
labour and three hours of pushing, I was not sure how this little
one would come into the world. I wanted to be prepared and
be ready emotionally and physically. The next couple of hours
were comfortable. Greg never left my side and we reminisced
about our life as a family of three and how our world would
now change. We were both giddy and excited and, most of all,
ready to meet our precious little one.
Ana Maria made it to the hospital before the baby. It was as
if the baby wanted to wait for her big sister. Ana Maria came
after school and very shyly said, “Hi.” I could tell she was a bit
nervous. After we talked for a little bit, I began to feel more

As we got close to the birth day of our precious one, I started

movement and I felt the baby was indeed ready to come join

to accept both diagnoses. I was not comfortable with either,

us. The nurse checked me and I was fully dilated at this point.

but it was becoming clearer that this was our new life. The

While we waited for the doctor, she mentioned I needed to

tears began to dry up, the loneliness turned into excitement

keep my legs crossed. I was both amused and panicked. I had

and anticipation as the special day drew near. Our puzzle was

felt the baby drop down and knew we were both ready.

looking a bit clearer, with lots of pieces fitting perfectly.

When the doctor came in, she started talking and I literally

A couple of weeks before her due date, I felt a little

had to stop her and say, “The baby is coming, right now!” Sure

uncomfortable and I called my doctor to schedule a check-up.

enough, after just two gentle pushes and a sweet cry, baby

The day before I could have sworn I felt my water break but I

Jordan Grace was placed on my chest. She looked up to me for

was not sure; it was not as I had imagined water breaking and

guidance, but displayed clarity. So on February 18, 2014 at 4:24

going into labour. I remember clearly I was heading to bed and

p.m., we became a family of four. I felt at peace and happy. She

I felt some contractions, but they were not extreme like my last

completed our little family.

pregnancy. So I assumed it was just Braxton Hicks. I dismissed it
and went to bed.
At my check-up the next day the doctor said for me to head
straight to the hospital since I was so far along. The nurse said I
was not leaving the hospital without the baby. I was already
3 cm dilated and the baby could come at any time. Needless to

14
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Everything was indeed perfect, including our baby girl! Though
her heart would need mending, she was truly angelic and
perfect to us!
Almost six months later, the final piece of this complicated
puzzle fell into place as her heart was opened up and fixed by
an amazing surgical team at the Stollery.

With each milestone our baby was reaching – like pulling

I was never alone, Jordan Grace was always in me and carrying

herself to a sitting position at two days old in the hospital,

me through this pregnancy. She was guiding me with her

smiling, rolling over at six weeks, and having control of her

being. The beating of her heart was the one pumping my

neck – she was showing us she was capable, able

own heart.

and determined.
As the months and years came to pass, I started to realize how
my tears should have only been of excitement, pure joy and
never ending love, exactly what they are now.
It is clear to see that we were not alone. So many families are
given this diagnosis on a daily basis. I know what it feels like to
have your world shattered and then put back together in time.
I have been there and here I am the happiest, proudest mother
as a result.
The truth is that I have never felt more complete, more
thankful, more blessed, and more surrounded by love than I do
this very moment in time.
Our dream did not come true the way we imagined it. She

We were together as one!

Editor’s Notes
1. Fetal echocardiogram is an ultrasound performed by a trained sonographer and
analyzed by a paediatric specialist who specializes in fetal congenital heart disease.
Depending on the results you could be asked to come in for another test or
referred on to other resources and supports.
2. Epidural analgesia is an injection of a cocktail of drugs, including narcotics, into
the epidural space of the spine. It blocks the highway of information to the brain,
allowing a woman to not feel pain. It is used to help women cope with the pain of
childbirth and can allow a woman to relax (being high-strung, or worried about
the pain and process, could prevent her baby from descending into her pelvis). It is
associated with an increased number of interventions and risks.

Maria Jordan MacKeigan resides in Edmonton. A mother of
two precious girls sent from above and married to a supportive
husband. The author and illustrator of the children’s book
A Princess Wish. And a devout advocate for those living the
beauty of Down syndrome.

came wrapped with an extra chromosome and a heart in need
of mending. Now that we know this kind of love, we cannot
imagine Jordan Grace any other way. This diagnosis does not
define who she is.
Our little miracle is funny, silly, happy, courageous, and
determined, among other things. We live a very ‘normal’ life.
Sometimes we do get those stares and very obvious hurtful
actions.
What I did not realize I would become, besides a mama bear,
would be a very proud advocate. One of my most important
jobs is to help my Jordan Grace navigate through this world
achieving her goals and dreams.
I was inspired by my girls to write a book called, “A Princess
Wish,” about wishes coming true with a little something extra.
My goal is to begin conversations between parents and their
young children, of all abilities, to learn early on in life that
different is ok.
I long for inclusion and acceptance, not only for my baby
girl, but for all those precious children in this world who are
unique. We all deserve to be loved, to have a friend, and to be
given an opportunity to shine.
Every year on March 21, we celebrate World Down Syndrome
Day, a very special day to teach others about what I call the
beauty of Down syndrome.

www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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By Christine Hoskins

Our first born had a rough birth. Following fourteen
months of trying to conceive, and being diagnosed
with Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome1, we were
thrilled that we had finally become pregnant. Being

As soon as I became pregnant, we started weighing the

new parents, we did our best to prepare ourselves for what

hopes, worries, and expectations, we decided that having a

we would experience throughout child bearing and child

midwife would be the choice for us. Once we had decided

birth. We went to a couple of parenting classes. One was a

on a midwife, we were faced with the challenge of deciding

preparation for parenthood, and the other was hypnobirthing.

where we were going to birth our baby: birth centre, hospital,

We wanted to make sure that if there were any unknown

or home? We had originally thought that the birth centre

challenges coming with this new adventure, that we had done

would be best, because it gave my husband peace of mind,

all of our homework to ensure our first born was entering into

and it gave me the feeling of control. It was an environment

a happy home. We also wanted to make sure that we were

that I felt was going to be welcoming and peaceful for all of

prepared for what childbirth entailed. After all, neither of us

us. After some deliberation between us and our midwife, we

had ever had a baby before. We figured there would be a lot of

changed our minds, deciding on a home birth. We lived just

unexpected experiences if we went in uneducated about the

minutes away from Sturgeon Community Hospital. It did not

physical and emotional process that we would go through, as a

make sense for us to drive by two hospitals to get to the birth

couple. Through all of this preparation, we had done plenty of

centre, only to be transferred back to one of them, if needed.

research into what our options were as a family, when it came

Attempting to have the baby at home seemed much more

to bringing our child into this world.

logistically sound. We thought we were prepared for what was

options between having an obstetrician as our care provider,
or if perhaps a midwife would better suit our needs and
desires. After many weeks of researching and discussing our

to come in our planned home birth. We were wrong.
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Labour went on for days, and we both felt like we were

opted for an epidural. Once the epidural was placed, I sent my

not supported. This mostly stemmed from a lack of direct

husband home so he could rest. At about 5 a.m. I felt the need

communication between the doula and midwife, with my

to push. My midwife checked me; my waters were bulging

husband and I. Being a first time mother, I had no point of

and I was nearly 10 cm dilated. Shortly after, my waters burst

reference for what a contraction would feel like, nor how

on their own, and I wanted to push again. She had called my

strong and intense they would get. I was in prodromal labour in

husband and the back-up midwife. I tried to sleep again, until

the late evening of my expected due date: Tuesday, August 20,

the other midwife and my husband arrived. Once everyone

2013. I felt like everyone who was supposed to be supporting

was in attendance, I pushed, and pushed. I pushed for two

me and helping me, were brushing me off. It was just my

full hours and my son was not coming down. Something was

husband and I until Wednesday night. The midwife and doula

wrong. I told them something was wrong; they went and

came then, and told me that I was not in active labour yet; I

talked on their own, in the corner. I remember this making me

sure thought I was. They both left, only to return on Thursday.

feel frustrated. I chose a midwife, as I thought with a midwife,

It was on the Thursday evening that active labour really started.

I would be able to be a part of these discussions. I chose a

Even then, my midwife decided to go home until things

midwife, so that I could be a part of my birth plan. I did not

picked up, because the doula was with me. After she left, my

choose this pathway to be talked about, but rather to talk with.

doula came and spoke with me, announcing that she would

Following their discussion, they called the Obstetrician that

be leaving, too. She said that if my labour had not picked up

was on call. She was in an emergency caesarean and told them

by Friday morning, we would meet at Lucina and I would be

that I just needed to push harder. So, I tried. Since I had an

given the Verbena Cocktail. She also suggested that perhaps a,

epidural I did not have a lot of options aside from just pushing

“Compassionate epidural,” would be a good route, since I had

harder. My husband was by my side along with the two

not had much sleep. After she left, I felt so alone. I felt like no

midwives. I tried to push as hard as I could. It did not work well.

one was listening to me. I felt like I was doing this all by myself.
I told my husband I wanted to go to the hospital, and that I did
not want the doula or the midwife there. I wanted to have a
different set of support people. I felt betrayed by the people
I had chosen to help me through this journey. I had spent the
last few months getting to know and developing a trusting
relationship with both my midwife and my doula, and they left

Eventually, though, my beautiful baby boy was born at 9:05
a.m., on August 23, 2013. He was born via forceps, after the
Resident had attempted using the vacuum2. The Resident
was very unprofessional in the use of the forceps. He waved
them around, and I saw them before he placed them. That
is an image that will forever be etched in my mind. My son
had been twisted inside, presenting asynclitic3. His poor head

me alone.

was misshapen at birth, and his face was bruised and looked

We went to the hospital about 11 p.m. on Thursday, August 22,

broken, much like my poor vagina. I had third degree tearing,

2013. I was almost 6 cm dilated, so they called my midwife. I

along with a broken heart. It was shattered, knowing that my

was just happy that I was going to get some relief and sleep. I

poor babe did not get the gentle welcome earth side, which
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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my husband and I had so longed to give him. So, the healing

When he entered the world, I was inhaling laughing gas and

began. I had to remember that my son’s birth may not have

standing alongside my hospital bed with the support of my

been what I had hoped for, but that he was here, and we were

husband, midwife, and doula. I felt like a champion. He was

both okay. That is something I hung on to.

born on September 17, 2015, at 3:30 a.m., just a half hour after

Once my placenta encapsulation was completed, I tried to use

arriving at the hospital, after just a single, strong push. My

4

that tool as often as I could. As well, I relied on Bach’s Rescue

midwife was a superstar, literally having caught him as he fell

Remedy each time I felt overwhelmed with the experience

into the world. I felt like a true birthing warrior.

that I had endured. My husband and I always wanted another

After William’s birth, I joined the ASAC (Association for Safe

baby. We knew that our family was not complete yet. So we

Alternatives in Childbirth) group on Facebook, where I was

planned for our second and quickly became pregnant in

able to hear other women’s stories: stories of triumph and

December of 2014. That is when I had a true chance to heal

struggle. An ASAC member, Dana Weatherhead, contacted

from my first birth.

me to welcome me to the group. She and I chatted about

Our second pregnancy was planned but still came as a bit

my birthing experiences, and she encouraged me to contact

of a surprise. We had been ‘trying’ but my cycle was never
very regular. Furthermore, I had experienced an unofficial
chemical pregnancy the cycle prior. I had not realized that had

Alberta Health Services to formally report my experiences
in my first birth. After doing that I had felt the closure that I
needed to be able to move on and focus on being the best

happened until I was pregnant with William. I had done some

Mom I could be to the two babies that I had.

research and found out that this is not an uncommon thing. I

Just after New Year’s Day, 2017, we found out that we were

focused on the fact that I was having a baby, and my chemical

pregnant again. I was so thrilled, and so afraid, all at once. This

pregnancy was simply not meant to be.

pregnancy was solely my idea. Could I really manage three

William’s delivery did not have a real plan, aside from getting

babies? My husband had not entirely been on board with

him out safely. We had discussed the birth ‘non-plan’ with
our close friend, and doula, as well as our midwives. We had
planned to not plan. He would be born where he was meant to
be born, whether that was at home, or the hospital, had yet to
be decided. I was so afraid that planning a home birth would
result in another ‘failure’ on my part. My true goal, was an un-

having three children, so I had really fought for this. I knew,
from the moment we started trying to conceive, that I wanted
to have a water birth at home. It was the birth that we had
planned, and hoped for, for our first son. When we found out
that I was expecting, I immediately started planning. Midwife,
photographer, doula, birth pool, you name it; I was researching

medicated birth. My birth team was confident in my body and

and booking it.

my mind, but I was not there yet. My midwife, husband, and

Like my second delivery, I went into labour one week past

doula, all encouraged me and told me that I could do it. I had

my due date. I had a stretch and sweep the day prior, and the

to experience it to believe it.

midwife told me that I was 5 cm dilated. I was hoping for a fast

When the time came, William arrived fast and strong. Labour

and intense labour, just like with William. It was about 6:30 a.m.,

started around 11 p.m. on Sept 16, 2015. Contractions were
long and strong right from the start. It was around 2 a.m. that
I was really feeling the intense waves and I decided I wanted

on September 14, 2017, (just three days before my second
baby’s birthday) when I was first awoken by my contractions.
I told my husband, Dan, that he should probably start texting

to go to the hospital. I was determined to get an epidural. The

people so that they could plan their day; the baby was coming.

midwife told me that I was too far but I insisted. So we arrived

By 8:30 a.m. everyone knew that things were progressing

at the hospital around 3 a.m. My doula was absolutely amazing.

smoothly. My aunt was staying with us so that she could take

I remember her telling me that I was made for this. He was

the boys to a friend’s house while our baby was born. Around

born only four and a half hours following my first contraction.

10:30 a.m. we had the whole crew here and my aunt had left

I remember feeling like I was going to give up, like there was

with the boys. I laboured on the toilet, then the stairs, to try

no way I could do this without an epidural. That is when my

and keep things progressing. Then, I went into the hot tub

midwife gently held my face against her face and told me,

outside our bedroom, in the backyard, around 10 a.m. It was

“You are already doing it!”

there that I realized that I had to really be present. It hit me that
this was the last time I was going to experience childbirth. This
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bought a shower head with a long hose,
specifically for labour. I was determined
to use it. As my contractions rapidly
changed, we decided to skip the shower
and I ended up in the birth pool. Things
were progressing; we were going to be
having a baby very shortly.
It was about 11:30 a.m. and once I was
in the pool things slowed down. The
intensity and length of the contractions
continued to increase, but there were
long lulls. I was able to take small naps
between surges. The midwife and
doula joked that not everyone is lucky
enough to have naps during transition! I
PHOTO BY: VANNESSA BROWN PHOTOGRAPHER

guess this was one of the ways that the
universe compensated for what I went

was going to be the last time I held a brand new baby in my

through the first time around.

arms. I cried, and then I laughed; I really soaked it all in.

I became desperate to hold my baby. I cried out to my midwife

As labour progressed, my midwife and doula were watching

that I needed help. My original plan was to let my waters

over me. I decided I wanted to get into the shower. After all, I

release on their own, just like they did with my first two births.
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However, I strongly felt this time they were preventing my

in that moment. Just a few hard, strong pushes later, and that

baby from coming all the way down; I knew I needed help. The

was it; my baby boy was in my arms. I had delivered my last

midwife told me to get onto the bed. Reluctantly, I obeyed; I

baby, in the water, at home. I caught him myself. My journey

did not want to change positions or get out of the water. My

as a birthing mother was finally fulfilled. It was a long, testing,

midwife told me that because my waters were bulging, she

journey but I finally had the birth experience that I had always

could simply break them, and my baby would be here very

dreamt of. John Fredrick was here. He was born at 1:30 p.m.

quickly. This felt like wonderful news. It was exactly what I

He weighed 9 lb and 6 oz, and was 20.5” long. He had webbed

wanted. So, she broke my waters and I began to experience

toes, and I thought he was simply perfect!

some of the most powerful surges yet. Finally, my baby was
nearly here!

I am so very grateful for my birth team. My doula supported
me in every way that a mother could be supported during this

I soon realized that I was still on my bed. No, I paid for that

unbelievable, powerful experience. My midwife believed in

pool! I dreamt about that pool! I wanted our baby born in

me and gave me all of the knowledge to fulfil my goals. She

the water. So, I leapt from my bed, and dove into the pool. I

made sure my baby and I were safe. She had lovingly taken

knew that gravity would help my baby come down if I went on

care of me throughout my last two pregnancies, deliveries

my knees. So, mid-contraction, I flipped myself over. At that

and beyond. Our photographer caught every single moment,

moment, my baby came down and we were pushing!

every detail of our beautiful birth, and etched it in time forever.

It was hard and fast, just as I had hoped for. Although it was

My Auntie Val, gave us peace of mind to have our baby at

difficult, my husband was there telling me that I was made for
this. He told me I was already doing it. He reminded me that it
would not last forever. He told me everything I needed to hear

home, knowing our other children were taken care of. Dan, my
husband, was, and is, my rock. There are no words to express
my gratitude to him. My team was amazing, and I could not
have done it without them!

Editor’s Notes
Pools
Availa
b
for Salele

Birth pool rentals

1. Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome is a disorder among reproductive women where
she may develop many small cysts over her ovaries which do not break open as a
typical follicle will when releasing an egg; it is often accompanied with increased
androgens (male hormones) inside the woman. A woman may experience missing
or prolonged menstrual cycles, abdominal pain and heavy bleeding during menses,
infertility issues, miscarriages, or premature birth; other areas of health can also be
affected such as high blood pressure or type 2 diabetes.
2. Forceps or vacuum delivery are done during the pushing stage by an experienced
obstetrician when a woman is having difficulty bringing her baby down into her
pelvis, a baby needs to be moved in a more optimal birthing position, or if a baby
is having serious heart decelerations. They can allow a woman to have a vaginal
birth, thus preventing a caesarean section. In either case the obstetrician does not
pull, s/he accompanies a woman’s pushing efforts preventing the fetus’ head from
retreating back when waiting for the next contraction. Many women are able to
push their baby on their own once the baby is sufficiently engaged in the pelvis.
3. Asynclitic presentation refers to the baby’s position being head down, but tilted
towards the shoulder so that the head no longer aligns easily within the birth canal.
4. Placenta encapsulation is a process by which the placenta is dried, crushed,
and encapsulated, to be consumed orally. Many sources state the benefits of
consuming the placenta, particularly in the postpartum period as the mother’s
body is going through the hormonal changes after birth and in need of high
nutrients and iron. There is some debate on the efficacy of placenta consumption,
but it should be known that it is the woman’s right to request to keep her placenta
after the birth, and to research either the process or a trained specialist, if one is
interested.

Helping you welcome
your baby gently
780 893 3333

ask@babybirthpools.com
www.babybirthpools.com
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Christine, a wife and stay at home mom of three boys, spends
her free time sewing, knitting and eating more cereal than a
grown up should. Although she is the type to do more research
than necessary in most situations, this ‘Motherhood’ thing is
still keeping her on her toes.
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THE MOMENTS THAT TIME STOOD STILL,
AND TOOK MY BREATH AWAY
By Alley Beck

My story starts in 1990 with my birth. My mother
was the youngest of five siblings. She grew up living
the, “Do as you are told and be a good girl,” life. For the

the love. I remember Noreen’s kindness and willingness to

most part she lived inside of her comfort zone and followed

brought up around my parents, I remember them jumping at

the status quo. She fell in love and married when she was only
18, packed up her life and moved to Edmonton to be with her
new husband, my father. She gave birth to her first son, my
brother, in an Edmonton hospital like every other person she
knew. The experience was disappointing, to say the least, and
left my parents feeling saddened and somewhat traumatized.
When the news of a second baby came, she wanted to do
things differently. She had a dear friend who introduced her
to the idea of having her next birth at home and invited my
parents along to meet her wonderful friend and midwife,
Noreen. When my parents met her they were immediately
drawn to her confident, loving energy. They decided to make
her their midwife and step completely outside of their comfort
zone in doing so. I was that second baby, and this changed my
mother’s life forever.

involve my curious little self during the labours and births.
As years passed and time went on, any time Noreen was
the opportunity to rave on and on about how amazing she
was. They would tell stories about her and their eyes would
just light up. It was clear to me that this woman was something
special.
I became pregnant with my first son when I was twenty. I was
at a time in my life where my confidence was incredibly low.
The father of my baby was uninterested in having a home
birth and completely ignorant to the safety of it all. When I
told my mother the news, she was completely adamant that I,
at least, meet with Noreen to discuss my options. It had been
years since I had seen her, but when I made the decision to
meet with her and walked into her home, everything changed.
She wrapped me up in the warmest hug and told me how
happy she was to see me. Her home was cozy, warm, and
beautiful. The natural light beamed on the hardwood floors

During my mother’s pregnancy with me, Noreen was facing

and everything just felt right. I was overwhelmed with feelings

her charges with the province of Alberta. My quiet, do-as-

of comfort and genuine care. My dad accompanied me on

you-are-told mother stood by her in complete faith and

my first visit with Noreen. We sat at the table chatting and

confidence. She attended her first rally in support of Noreen

laughing like a bunch of old friends. Looking back now I know

and quickly made friends with the same passion. I was born at

in my heart if it was not for her I would not be the woman I

home on November 7, 1990, on a sunny, beautiful day: healthy

have become today.

and happy, Noreen there to catch me, and welcomed by two

My first labour and delivery were hard. I was afraid and had

parents who gained a lifetime of empowerment.

practically no self-confidence. My water broke around

Four years went by and two little brothers came only 18

midnight of July 25, 2011. I wanted things to progress so I

months apart. They were born in our family home, with

decided to go for a quick walk with my roommate. By the

Noreen by our side. Growing up watching my parents do

time my contractions started getting uncomfortable, around

things this way and involving me in every step engrained

2:00 a.m., Noreen was my first call. Even though she was likely

that this was the only way of doing things. My mother would

enjoying her sleep and could have for several hours longer, I

bring me along to visit Dr. Ben Toane and he would explain

needed her, and she was there.

everything that was happening to, “Mommy’s body.” It was so

The first couple of hours I laboured in the birthing pool in my

peaceful, empowering and normal.

living room. Ava Curtola’s birthing music was playing softly in

I still vividly remember the cozy towels my aunts had warming

the background and I remember things being very calm and

in the oven waiting for the little ones to arrive. I remember the

peaceful.

birthday cakes, the toasting, the tears of joy, the celebration,
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As things progressed my contractions were becoming more

I have ever heard. On one hand, this was finally going to end!

difficult, and I was tiring quickly. I made the decision to get

On the other, things were about to get really real. When it

down the hallway and attempt to rest in my bed for a while.

came time to push, I was excited and shaking all over. I felt

This was the moment I understood the power water holds.

ready. Every contraction that approached I pulled my knees

Once I made it to the bed, the contractions were intensifying

toward my chest and pushed with everything I had. I guess I

and I felt unable to get back to the water. It was only 15 steps

pictured things happening a lot quicker, because, after only

or so down the hallway, but to a woman in this condition, this

a few contractions like this, I was totally defeated. I collapsed

seemed like a marathon.

into the side of the pool and sobbed, “Noreen, I cannot do

I was exhausted and needed some encouraging news. Noreen

this!” She reached across the pool, grabbed my hand and

knew, but when she checked me I was only 2 cm dilated. I
asked her if I was close to which she responded, “You are

pulled it downwards. “Do you feel that, Alley? That is your
baby’s head. He is really almost here!” That was it. That was all I

progressing very nicely.” I think a part of me knew the number

needed.

she was not saying was not the one I wanted it to be, but her

Another contraction approached and I pushed so hard, I

words were what I needed.

screamed. All of the women in the room started cheering and

I remember trying every position to make the contractions

shouting. “You can do this, Alley! You have got this! One more

more comfortable. My bed was by far the worst, so I made
my way to the floor and sat with Noreen for a while there.
She could read the doubt all over my face but continued to
reassure me I was completely capable and I would make it. I
remember saying to her, “I do not think I can do this.” She held
my hand and looked me in the eyes, “Alley, you are so close to
being able to hold that sweet baby you have been working so
hard to meet.”
Although I truly could not picture it in the moment, I knew
deep down she was right. Somehow eventually I managed
to make my way back to the pool where everything seemed
easier. In the meantime, my mother and baby’s aunt had
discovered a problem. There was a tiny hole in the pool, which
meant a slow leak, onto the laminate flooring. The women
were discussing running out to the nearest store as soon as
they would open. It was still very early in the morning but they
thought they could find a kiddie pool in a couple of hours
and we could make the best of it. As I lay in the water trying
to get through the intensifying contractions, I exclaimed that
my back was now in full force as well and it was pushing me
over the edge. Noreen had me get onto my knees in the pool
and she inserted a few tiny drops of water under the skin as
a form of acupressure. It was incredible. The pressure in my
back immediately became tolerable. It was around 6:00 am
now. When I rolled back into my comfortable position Noreen
looked over at the women discussing our pool options and
said to them, “We actually will not have time for the second
pool. This baby is ready.”
Those may have been the most exciting and terrifying words
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push!” The next contraction came so fast there was barely a
chance to get my breath. I gasped in and pushed out so hard
my entire body shook as the scream flew out of my lungs. This
time though, with the scream, came my entire world. Noreen’s
hands gently plunged into the water, and when they came
back up, there he was. She lifted him toward my chest, tears
filling her eyes, “He is here!” I screamed! That moment the
room was filled with the same tears of joy from my childhood.
It was the same celebration and love, the same sentiment of
cozy towels my family had warming in the oven, now wrapped
around my newborn son, and then me. I remember shaking
for what felt like hours. I had never accomplished anything
in my life like that. I felt like a humbled superhero. Noreen
gave me so much power that day. She assisted me in my first
time nursing and it went without a hitch. She passed down as
many tips and tricks as she could, and to this day I am still so
passionate about helping new mothers in their first months of
breastfeeding.
Fast forward ten months later, to June 9, 2012, and the news
of a second baby was rushing through my head and heart. I
was excited and thrilled with the news of another baby, but I
began freaking out when I realized the due date. It was well
known in Noreen’s community that she took an annual holiday
to Mexico every January and February. If you wanted her to
be at your birth, it made sense to plan around that. I counted
the months on my fingers like a child, over and over, hoping I
had somehow miscalculated. Our due date was mid-February
by my dates. Despite my devastation in realizing she would be
out of the country, Noreen was my first call. I remember her

laughing and scolding me when I told her my news. She told

happening. She immediately canceled her plans and headed

me I was the second call that day from a second generation

my way. By the time she got to my place, about 11:30 p.m.,

pregnancy. Noreen treated all of the babies she had caught like

contractions started becoming intense and felt productive.

they were family. “So what am I going to do, Noreen?” I asked

I called Noreen about 12:30 a.m. and still remember her

with a shaky voice. “Well, you are going to grow that healthy

laughing and saying, “Are you kidding me?” I called the baby’s

baby, and I am going to come home early.” She responded.

father next, but he did not seem to believe I was labouring at

Crying tears of relief were pretty foreign to me at this point,

only thirty-seven weeks, so he decided not to come.

but after that phone call, this was inevitable.

I had envisioned and planned this birth in my mind a hundred

Only three months into my pregnancy my partner informed

or more times. For the first time in my life, I was going to make

me that he was no longer happy. With my one-year-old son,

something about me. I invited my best friend, my mother,

growing bump of a belly, our family dog, and tiniest shred

two aunts who I am very close with and, of course, Noreen.

of dignity, I found a new place to live. My pregnancy was

My parents were the next call and they arrived around 1:00

incredibly difficult. I could not eat or sleep, in fact, there

a.m. My father took my son and dog home with him, and my

were so many days I was not sure I would survive it. My three

mother stayed. My aunt, my mother’s sister, was the next to

brothers, parents, and best friends banded together to form a

show. By the time she got there, 1:20 a.m. or so, I had filled the

small army around me. They were my pillars of strength when

tub and began labouring in there while Gina, my friend, set up

I had none.

the pool in the dining room. She knew how important it was

I would make my way over to Noreen’s and sob in her office. I

to me as she had heard me rant about it over the last year. She

think she may have been the only person on earth that could
consistently make me laugh through those times. I remember
lying on the couch in her office with her running the Doppler
over my little belly and telling me stories that had me so in
the moment I would forget how much emotional pain I was
in. Noreen was my hero in so many ways. She was just so
incredible. She had dealt with the struggles of being a single
mother like they were not even struggles. She told me stories
that made mine seem so small. I told her about my dream to
work in the birthing industry, because of her, and she just filled
me with the same, “You can,” encouragement. I felt so special
and safe in her care.
Throughout my second pregnancy, I joked with Noreen that
I would give her twenty-four hours to recuperate from her
travels, but I planned on having this baby early. By the time
February came around and Noreen came home from Mexico,
I was at thirty-seven weeks and ready to be done with being
pregnant. The day she got home we chatted on the phone
and I told her she had a day or so of rest, but to get ready. She
laughed and told me, “Alley, do not fixate on a certain date or
you will be so defeated and exhausted if it goes over.” Though
I knew she was right, I was so set in my head. The next night,
February 4, 2013, around 11 p.m., contractions started. I was
at home alone with my one-year-old son and our dog. I was
not really sure if it was going to progress into real labour or
not, so I called my best friend, Gina, to let her know what was

and I had talked in depth about the upcoming birth over my
pregnancy and I invited her to attend. She was grateful for the
invitation but the idea of staying for the entire duration made
her uneasy. We had talked about her being present for some
of the labour but leaving when things became intense. That
night everything happened so fast. She was so loyal to me and
my needs that she decided to stay long enough to assemble
the pool. What we did not take into consideration was, I had
now used most of the hot water to full my big soaker tub,
leaving very little left for the pool. I learned later, that Gina
never gave up on the pool. Despite everyone else’s doubts of it
working, she filled pots with water on the stove, had the kettle
and coffee pot going, minus coffee grounds of course, and
everything else capable of heating water turned on. Eventually,
the pool was warm and full.
Meanwhile, I was still in the bathtub, and now informing
my mother and Aunt that we were out of time. The urge to
push came over me and I was totally unable to not give in.
They were probably pretty terrified but between the three of
us we had eight births, and I was so in the zone that, if I am
being totally honest, I was not even worried. They stood over
me wringing their hands, practically trembling, proclaiming
their confidence aloud to each other, probably an attempt to
calm each other down, while I bared down and pushed. Even
though I was completely engulfed in the moment, I remember
thinking that was pretty funny. For the first time in my life, I
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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was so confident and sure of myself and my body. I had this.

Two or three contractions came in a row after that, and I

I was practically fearless. My body had a different goal in

stayed in the zone through them all. It was about 4:00 a.m.

signaling me to push this time though. As I prepared myself

now. I heard the front door open and as I looked up, the last

to start feeling my baby’s head, I felt a massive pop and relief

invitee, my father’s sister, walked in. Our met eyes, and I said

of pressure. My water had broken and with it came the relief

to her, “You are just in time, I am about to have this baby.” She

of everyone in the room. Shortly after it had broken, my belly

came over to the tub full of excitement and knelt down beside

started changing shape. I started to worry the baby may have

me. Noreen instructed her to place her hands right where hers

flipped or something big had changed. Thankfully, Noreen

were, keeping that sacred pressure on for me. It was time to

arrived only minutes into my growing concern. As soon as she

push. The next contraction was strong and I knew it was time.

came in the room we met eyes. “Look at you, having the exact

On my knees, I pushed into her hands and screamed outward.

birth you planned,” she giggled. I immediately told her of my

There was barely a second to breathe in and another one was

concerns with my belly shape. She calmly looked me over

on its way. Another big push, my body now shaking, one more

and said, “No, this baby is not breech, your body is just getting

deep breath, one more push so powerful the sound came

ready.” To assure me of this she grabbed her Doppler and

rushing from my lungs and I felt his head make its way out.

placed it low on my abdomen. Without having to search at all,

One small push after that, a gasp of air and Noreen behind the

she said, “See, there is your baby’s heartbeat. I would not have

biggest smile said, “Reach down and grab your baby, Alley.” My

found it so far down if baby was not in the perfect position.”

hands plunged into the water and I felt his tiny body between

I swear that woman had a way of bringing peace to even the

them. As I pulled my new baby up into the air for the first time,

most stressful of situations. It was time for another contraction

I collapsed into the pool wall behind me, sobbing tears of joy

then, and this time around I was focused and confident.

and pride. It was 4:32 a.m., Feb 5, 2013. There he was, perfect as

I remember going deep into a meditative state, breathing

ever, and I had done it exactly how I wanted. I looked around

through every second, feeling strong and proud of my body.
That night was the first time I had experienced my body and
mind working together. I learned how incredible the results
are when you just ride the wave and listen to what your body
is saying. After the next contraction, it was about 3 a.m., Gina
came in and told us the pool was ready. I made my move fast.

and met the eyes of every powerful, loving, influential woman
in my life. I turned around and there was Gina, my best friend
who was so uncomfortable with staying, now sobbing at the
pool’s edge, smiling bigger than I have ever seen. “I am so
proud of you,” she cried, “That was one of the best moments in
my entire life.” “You stayed!” I cried. We all laughed and cried,

Remembering the agony of my last experience out of the

and shared more love than I have ever felt in a space.

water, I literally ran to the pool. All the women in the room

Noreen’s confidence in me, and my body, has been the

were laughing at the sight of a woman in labour running. “I do

single largest gift anyone has ever given me. I truly feel that

not think I have seen someone in this condition run so fast,”

I transformed from being completely broken and weak to

Noreen chuckled.

a powerful, confident, peaceful and loving being. She was a

As I sunk into the warm, wonderful cozy presence of the pool

warrior for all of us who needed one. Her dry, sarcastic humor,

I felt my entire body relax. The warm water rushed over my
sore belly as I moved back and forth. This incredible energy of
peace and calm seemed to fill the room. Dimly lit by candles
and with soft music in the background, nothing could have
been more perfect. Another contraction was on its way so on
my knees I made my way to the pool’s edge and leaned over
the side to prepare. My back came into play again this time, so
I told Noreen I was sure I would need the acupressure again.

her little chuckle when she told a funny joke, her smile, her
unconditional love for her family and all of her patients,
everything about her, was truly exceptional. She was my hero,
and I will continue to tell our story for as long as I live. Thank
you, Noreen, for fighting for women like me, for dedicating
your life to us, and for standing by me in my most vulnerable of
times. I will forever be grateful, and though you were not in my
life on a daily basis between babies, I will miss you in my heart

She smiled and placed her hands on the small of my back. Like

every day.

magic, it was gone that moment.

Alley Beck, mother of two, fly fishing guide, artist, lover of
women empowerment.
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MY BREECH HOME BIRTH
AFTER MISCARRIAGE
By Jenny Hochstein

I first heard the term midwife used when I was 18,
and my employer talked about the birth of her two
sons. I was surprised as she described her midwife as, “Like

seconds of receiving the news. It was better than a winning

a doctor that comes to your house.” I thought, “Wow that

my little girl Soleil (So-lay).

seems so old fashioned. I did not know people still did that.”

Two years later, in July of 2012, I discovered my fourth

I did not think much about it again, until a year later in 2010,
when I found my life moving forward as a newly married bride,
expecting a baby, and a couple weeks into a yoga teacher
training course. It was always my dream to become a yoga
teacher when I got pregnant, to help ease my heart and to
have confidence in the birthing process. In between yoga
sessions, I went to a gynecologist appointment for a checkup,
and while waiting in the office, my eyes caught a magazine
with a baby: Birth Issues. I flipped immediately to a page that
encouraged me to consider which care provider would suit
my needs best and gave me example questions to ask. I took
the article to the gynecologist (as suggested in the magazine).
I began asking my gynecologist some questions about the
birth and what to expect., After about the third question, he
interrupted me abruptly and stated very clearly that he was
not going to answer any more of my questions, and if I had
any more questions, to attend a birth class offered by the
nurses, end of discussion. I just thought, how dare you! I am a
vulnerable new mother needing answers, and you know the
answers but are choosing to not serve the one right in front
of you! I knew right then that I could not trust a care provider
who did not have enough care or patience to answer my
questions, let alone carefully attend to my baby’s needs and
mine during pregnancy and birth. I was surprised but relieved
to have received a very clear answer to my next step in
choosing a care provider.
I was grateful to begin calling the numbers for doulas and
midwives from the directory in Birth Issues. Although I was
only two months from my due date, I had my dream come
true and had a return call from my number one choice of a
midwife. She told me that a mother had just transferred out of
her care because of twins, and she could take me! I dropped
to my knees weeping happily as I said a prayer of thanks within

lottery ticket. My first birth in 2010 was in my neighbours’ living
room in a birth pool – an enlightening experience, so I named

pregnancy with despair. The news came in the wake of
spontaneously losing two cups of blood, coupled with
indication of dropping HCG levels. I was told I should expect
to miscarry. Another miscarriage? I sighed, as I doubted my
capacity to bear children again.
Meanwhile at home, I struggled to support my husband,
Rory. He confided feelings of deep depression, and of
contemplating suicide. Doubts surged as the same pattern had
intensified in the eruption of my previous two miscarriages. I
found myself in a private room, kneeling down, pouring out
my soul to Father in Heaven, when the answer came, “Just love
him.” One of the ways I felt I could do this was by learning
together at an event called Master Your Power Within. As my
Rory came away from the event, he applied the principles
and grew emotionally stronger every day. He learned how
to powerfully redirect his energies. His smile, presence, and
inner strength would play a much more powerful role in the
pregnancy, and birth, than I could have imagined. My feared
‘miscarriage’ never happened, and my pregnancy thrived in
conjunction with the change within both me and my husband
from the event. As I received test results and scans in hand, I
learned that HCG levels increased. I even found myself again
in the presence of my midwife who had guided me through all
my previous pregnancies. I was ecstatic.
Fast-forward two months, it was November of 2012, and I was
six weeks away from the ‘due’ date. I was lying comfortably on
a sofa in my midwife’s office, getting my baby belly measured.
As my midwife pressed her hands searching for the positioning
of the baby she said, “Oh, it feels like your baby is breech.”
Memories of my first pregnancy flowed back, when the same
words came out of my midwife’s mouth in 2010, and of the
days that followed, laying uncomfortably upside down on an
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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In Cardston, our current home

inclined ironing board, and the happy moments relaxing in the

I attempted to enter into my appointment to meet the

acupuncturist’s bed getting a moxabustion treatment on my

gynecologist with positive and optimistic eyes and heart. But

feet. I remember feeling like a champion when I returned to

with every word that came out of his mouth, my heart just

my midwife soon after the breech discovery and heard that my

sank, and I wanted to leave as soon as possible and never

little baby had turned.

come back, especially not to have my baby. I remember sitting

My 2012 baby however, enjoyed his bum-down position.

on the hospital bed when the doctor entered. He began

My anxiety and stress levels naturally escalated with every
continued day of my baby in breech position. I attempted
everything known to motherhood to entice my baby to turn.
My midwife gave me the phone number for a gynecologist,
who was supportive of natural birth, mentally preparing me
for the inevitable. She suggested I meet him, “Just in case,” so
that if I continued to have a breech baby on the date of birth,
I would at least know and have a connection with someone

explaining to me the protocols that he would move forward
with in the case of a breech baby. First he suggested the option
of physically moving the baby from the outside (moving and
pushing the baby by pressing on my tummy). He told me how
most mothers would take pain medication and the attendants
would also have me hooked up to a heart monitor, “To ensure
the safety of the baby.” At any sign of stress on the baby,
indicated through heart beat shift, then the situation would

at the hospital for the breech birth. She did this, because in

proceed to an emergency cesarean section.

Alberta, midwives do not have rights to assist in a breech birth

This option was also available to me as a preventative measure

at home, although they are trained to do so. I was so thankful

with the chance that the baby could move from breech to

that even though I was meeting with the doctor, I would still

head down position, and I could have the peace of mind to

have my midwife’s prenatal and postpartum care to support me.

be under the care of my midwife. However, there was always
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It was January 11, 2013 - my due date.
I still had no contractions or signs
of labour and I went for my regular
visit to see my midwife. She checked
the position of my baby, still breech.
We (me, my husband, and midwife)
continued with as much optimism as
possible. We planned that my midwife
would come the day my labour started,
she would check if the baby was still
breech, and if so, we would begin our
travel to the hospital. However, I held on
to the fact that my baby could turn any
minute before the actual labour started
(and remembered inspiring stories of
babies that turned during labour).
Eden getting a diaper change, close up

I felt assured that if I did go to the hospital on the day of
delivery (my first hospital birth), I was still going to stick it out
and have a vaginal breech birth, regardless if others would
try to persuade me to have a caesarean section and not even
try to birth vaginally. I had felt this pressure from the doctor
when I spoke with him at the hospital, even though he was
recommended to me as a lenient doctor who would consider
assisting with a breech vaginal birth. Unfortunately, as he spoke
about the convenience, ease and safety of a cesarean birth,
I did not believe or agree with his pitch about a caesarean
section. I knew in my heart it was not going to be the first
option for me. I wanted my baby to come the way that he was

Him as my baby boy growing

created to come, unpressured by man, uninterrupted by the

the risk of baby becoming stressed, and an early caesarean

fears, but assisted by faith.

section as a result. In my mind there was also the risk that baby

As I was leaving my midwife’s office, I heard her call out as

could move back to breech, even after the doctor forced it

a mother would, “Oh wait a minute, I think we have a video

into a head down position. Even more so, I felt appalled with

on a vaginal breech birth. How would you like to watch it?”

the rudeness of such a procedure, which physically moves a

I was ecstatic because that was exactly what I was delighted

baby from the outside of the womb, to both mother and baby.

to do with my time that afternoon. My midwife found the

The other option he gave me was to not move the baby, and

historic VHS and pressed play. I watched in awe, as I saw a

just come to the hospital upon labour starting. He said I would

mother birthing with her calm and heroic countenance. She

have to expect to stay on the hospital bed the entire time, be

powerfully, and even quietly, allowed for her baby to come

monitored with every contraction, and follow instructions to

through her perineum, much different than my personal

take on specific positions to ensure the doctor’s ability to see

birthing style. The midwife wet a cloth to continually wipe her,

the position of the baby during birth.

cleaning off the poop that came with the baby’s bum coming

I was not pleased with any of his options, and continued to

first - she was giving birth and labouring. I was convinced and

hope my baby would just turn on its own. I hoped for a miracle,
as my chances for a homebirth felt slimmer and slimmer.

inspired that I could actually do this. I glanced at my husband as
we exchanged eyes, silently saying, “Wow, this is so awesome.”
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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January 12, 2013, 3:30 a.m.: Just a few hours after falling asleep,

myself in the place within my mind - that space of motherly

I awoke to go to the bathroom to relieve myself. This was

power. I grounded my intention and all my might into my

normal routine for me every night of my last trimester in all my

exhales, ‘Ohhmmmm,’ pressing my hands and knees with

pregnancies. I went and came back to bed. A few minutes later,

all my strength. My emotions of fear, anxiety, pressure and

I found myself having that same urgency in my pelvis making

discomfort slowly dissipated, replaced by, “I can do this, as

me feel like I should go to the bathroom again. I went and

long as I breathe. I can still choose to breathe, and I’m going

came back to bed. Then I was urged another time, I tried going

to keep breathing until I know my baby is safe and in my arms.”

to relieve myself again . . . and nothing came out. I realized this

Suddenly, the contractions intensified again - I had not even

was the same pattern when I transitioned into labouring my

reached the climax yet, and I was already loosing surety in

first baby. I began watching the clock, as the feeling came back

myself. I quickly called, “Rory, come here. I need you. Quality

every 20 minutes (3:30, 3:50, 4:20). Each time, the same feeling

questions, ask me quality questions.”

urged, “Oh I need to go pee! Oh wait, nope, not pee, just me.”

Then, my husband rushed over quickly and asked, “Why is

My inner birthing mama took over and I felt empowered

your body empowered to do this? Why is your baby perfect

believing that, “I was born ready to do this, whatever this is

for you? Why are you perfect for your baby?” He continued

going to look like today.” I was happy to turn on the heater, be

with ten more questions until finally my emotions eased, and

in my swim suit and do yoga through my contractions. I timed

I could really begin to allow myself to embrace the truth of

them on my phone, recording each interval and duration, and

the answers to those questions. I was pleased to acknowledge

level of intensity. Each time when the contractions finished,

that I was able to use the same principles we learned together

I would quickly get up and go get a new drink of water from

at the same event, which broke my husband from his suicidal

my mug, always being attentive to be walking and pacing back

path, and I was powerfully redirected from my own dark path

and forth around my home, keeping my body moving and

and turned to the light at the end of the tunnel. I was led to

in a focused high-energy, ready state to serve. Being ready

the familiar calm, which came with the calming of the rush

to embrace anything that would come at me by surprise, go

of contractions. The contractions were completed, and I

with it, listen, and adjust accordingly to make the best of it in

had finished another round. I do not remember how close

the next 12 hours. Although my non-pregnancy and birthing

together my contractions were, but they were coming faster

personality could be described like a mouse - in this birth- I

than expected, and increasing in intensity.

could feel the lioness inside of me controlling everything that
could be possibly controlled. With so many surprising and
involuntary moments in pregnancy and birth, I felt comfort in
following my lioness birthing routine and style. In this way, I felt
ownership and responsibility in my birth.
5:00 a.m.: “I am for sure in labour, this is not just pre-labour.”
I could tell because the contractions were consistently
following the same pattern of durations and intervals in time. “I
should call my midwife, so she is at least is aware… and I should
let my birth photographer know that things are stirring. Oh,
another contraction is coming on. I better get to my yoga mat
soon.” I rushed over, and quickly placed my body in the yoga
cow position on my yoga mat in the dimmed living room.
I deeply exhaled and the wave of contractions rushed
through me.

Soon after, I grabbed another cup of water, and relieved myself
yet again, as I always did between contractions. I was joking
with my husband, sharing with him how I noticed that the
contraction was getting a little more intense, and to just check
in with my midwife about that.
5:45 a.m.: Rory was on the phone, in mid-sentence informing
my midwife of the change in intensity, when I felt my body
suddenly going into another contraction so quickly, I could
not even go to my yoga mat. All I could do was hold on by
my fingertips to the edge of the bathroom counter by the
sink and let my torso hang, my knees bent in a squatting
position. All the while weeping with all my hope and might,
‘Ohhmmmm,’ and letting myself believe I could inhale again,
and again exhale, ‘Ohhmmmm.’ No matter how strange and
uncomfortable I felt in my body, changing and contracting

5:30 a.m.: I noticed another contraction coming through,

involuntarily at such surprising moments, I urged myself to

but this time I felt even more urgency to bear down on my

exhale almost pleading with, ‘Ohhmmmm,’ for that was all

yoga mat and give it my full embrace of attention. I rooted

I could do. Thankfully, my husband was at my side, putting
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the phone down, and just chanting right beside me. It was

during the birth. I was grateful that I could hear him close and

like our own private duet. I felt so much love for his presence

feel him, as his voice would shake me to the core, chiming in

and willingness to sing with me in my discomfort, buoying

and harmonizing with me.

me up with courage to continue just breathing and having
faith that this was working, no matter how surprising and
uncomfortable, that I could do this, because we could,
‘Ohhmmmm,’ together. Then the contractions subsided again.
This was the hardest contraction yet and I did not even get the
comfort of my yoga mat, or my favourite position to ground
myself. I was just left hanging by my fingertips.
5:55 a.m.: Rory picked up the phone again and said “Jenny says
it is getting really intense.”

6:05 a.m.: After that last contraction, I was pressing my hands
on the sink faucet, letting my back and my legs straighten,
and yelled to the floor, allowing for the bellows to reach down
through to baby and through my feet, trying to fill myself with
faith, with every bellow feeding the intention that I can do
this because I can still bellow, I can still breath, and I am still in
control of that.
Rory quickly called 911 and shared our contact information,
and everyone was on their way. I could hear him explaining

The midwife asked, “Can she feel the baby?”

to the operator, “I will deliver the baby, because my wife can

Rory asked me, “Can you feel the baby?”

feel the baby crowning.” The operator said, “I will just get the

The internal dialogue of my mind was, “What? Are you serious?
Feel the baby? I am not even in active labour. We are not even
at the hospital. My midwife is not even here. She is the one
who checks if the baby is breech, come on, how could that
be possible? Okay, whatever, I will just check.” I took off my
bottom swim suit piece, checked with my fingers and was
amazingly surprised when just an inch up, I could feel my
baby’s body and the pressure of what I thought might be a
‘head’ became so apparent in my hips.
“Yes! I can feel it!”

instructions to guide you through catching a baby.” Suddenly,
I began feeling the surge again, ‘Ohhhmm’ I bellowed and
shrieked with all my voice and sound. Rory dropped the phone
in the empty bathtub, and was right there with me with all the
intensity he could share in his voice and sound, “Ohhmmmm
(inhale) ahhhhmmmmm.”
Just then, I hear from the other side of the closed bathroom
door a whimpering of my two-year-old girl stirring awake.
I heard the pitter patter of her footsteps to the bathroom
door, “Mommy! What are you doing?” I was focused on my
breathing. In my mind I said, “Hold on Soleil, I’m almost done.

Rory told the midwife, “Jenny says she can feel it.”

Hold on.” I left the door closed and focused inwards. As I kept

The midwife said, “Okay, Rory. I am 30 minutes away. Call 911, I

breathing and bellowing, I could still hear the faint sounds

think you will need all the help you can get.”
Rory replied, “Okay, I trust you.”

of Soleil’s whimpering for my comfort and to greet the day
with her. Immediately, I could feel changes coming through
my hips, like feelings of a popping inside. I did not know what

Rory looked at me with those, “I will do anything to take care

it was, because all I was focused on was to inhale and exhale

of you,” eyes, with such seriousness, like a warrior fending for

with a deep, ‘Ohhmmmm.’

me in battle.

6:14 a.m.: From behind me my husband, who is seated on the

6:00 a.m.: I saw those eyes and felt so much tenderness for

edge of the bathtub, exclaimed with hope and joy, “Jenny, I

him, and then the surges in my hips started again. This time

can see our baby.”

my fingers were white knuckled on the sink countertop, as I
bore down into a squat again shrieking with all my voice, “Ahi
hhmmmmmmmm ahhhhmmmmmmm,” inhaling with all my

I said, “What? Really? You can see him? Is he breech? What do
you see?”

might, for that is all could instinctively muster myself to do.

Rory said, “Yeah, he has got a little bum.”

There was no more thinking, or making mind over matter. My

I said, “Oh okay.”

inner mantra was, “Just do what you need to do and do it now.”

Before I could ask anymore, another involuntary surge came

Rory was at my side, singing along with me, with his deep bass

from my hips as my body instinctively submitted with another

voice, and I felt so much comfort. I was upfront with him prior

inhale and, ‘Ohhmmmm.’ I felt like I was on a roller coaster

to the start of labour about my wish for him to not touch me
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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ride, feeling the intense adrenaline of going down after the tip
of the hill, whirling upside down. Instead of yelling for sheer
exhilaration, I was yelling for dear life, for all the might I could
have that I just wanted my baby to be safe, and to take care of
him. I was committed to, ‘Ohhmmm,’ until I could not breathe
or until my heart stopped beating. I was focused like a warrior
for my baby, ready to take any hit, and ready to get back up
again immediately to take another one, anything to keep my
baby safe.

labour was finished, and my baby was here.
After a quiet moment, which felt like time had stopped, I
began noticing the stirrings just outside my door and heard
my husband welcoming in all the extra hands that were invited
to help. A lady paramedic came in after a knock, and I said she
could come in. She had on her gloves, ready to help. She cut
the umbilical cord (I tried not to hold hard feelings for her not
asking), and then she moved forward saying she had a bed for
me on the stretcher, ready to take me to the hospital. I looked

6:17 a.m.: My husband joyfully shared, “Jenny, our baby is here”.

at her puzzled, and just then my midwife came in and stated

There I was - just noticing the contractions were over, feeling

that I was going to go in my bed, after she helped clean me off.

the sudden calmness, and how much ‘runners’ high’ I could

The paramedics then asked if I was sure I did not need any help

feel with all the fresh oxygen built up in my head. I realized the

or assistance to the hospital. I assured them that my midwife

pressure was not in my hips anymore, and my husband actually

would care for me here, and I was fine.

had my baby in his hands. The emergency medical operator
excitedly asked from the speakerphone, “Congratulations!
What is the gender?” Rory answered, “I do not know - Jenny?”
I glanced back quickly, still getting my bearings and noticing
how sore my legs were, like I just ran a marathon. I saw a body
in my husband’s hands, as if I was just squinting, and noticed
his little testicles, and his little penis. I excitedly exclaimed, “It
is a boy.” I shouted in victory, and laughter, with so much relief
and gratitude. Just then I felt a sudden jerk inside, and an urge
to open my legs, and a spill of water came. I thought, “Oh! My
water just broke, after my baby was born. Weird, never heard of
that before. Whatever, I got my baby”.

From my birth I learned that God is good, and He has
everything under control, I just need to be willing to keep
trying and keep trusting in good. I learned that I had the
capacity to let go of my own way, and the outcome could still
be positive. And even when I wanted to hold on to my own
way, God has a way of allowing for the involuntary use of my
body to take over and loosen me up to His more powerful and
effective way to do things - especially in the welcoming of
his dear son to receive his earthly body. It was a champion’s
birthday celebration. I learned over and over how much my
husband cared for me and could protect me spiritually and
emotionally throughout my most vulnerable stages. I could

Suddenly, my baby was crying in my husband’s hands. When

feel his spirit with every note he sang with me during the birth.

my husband saw the baby crying, he automatically suggested

I learned that upsets can turn around in split seconds. I just

I take him. I took my baby in my arms for the first time.

need to keep moving forward and gladly bear the burdens that

Swooning as I admired his beautiful little body, with the blue

are for my blessing. I learned that birth is not always the same

cord attached where his belly button would be, connecting me

way I want it ever - it is just the way it needs to be for everyone

with him, I noticed how short that cord was. I sat down on the

involved. We are all always learning, every experience has

toilet cover and brought my baby’s mouth to nurse, ready to

merit, and I feel blessed to have been the witness of a miracle

nurse him, and he latched immediately, softening his cry. Just

birth.

then I noticed the faint sound of my husband whispering softly

Jenny spends her days with her 4 children, seeking to see them
as God sees them. She loves home birth, as it has expanded her
view of womanhood, and her potential as a mother. She views
her midwives as adopted mothers and friends.

to my daughter, “Soleil, our baby is here” in the most proud
daddy voice I had ever heard him speak.
I decided to stretch out my stiff legs to step over the bath
ledge and sit in the bathtub, as the fluids of my body continued
to evacuate. I sat there, content with privacy and silence, filled
with a trickle of joy within me - the afterglow - knowing my
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CALL OF DUTY: BREECH BIRTH IN THE BATHROOM
By Rory Hochstein

I woke up, rubbing my eyes, and saw my wife in a
yoga position on our bed called cat’s pose; her deep
breathing reminded me with some intensity that she
might be having a baby today! Watching the Boy Scout
motto, “Be Prepared,” flash into my mind, I threw off the blanket,
and hopped into the closest pair of blue jeans.
I remember hearing Jenny’s voice in the other room say, “Rory,
you can go back to sleep,” but I disregarded it. I thought,
“Anything could happen; they did not train me in grade eight
the fundamentals of breech baby delivery”.
As I started filling our suitcase, packing it full of anything
and everything I could think of (do not forget the straws - I
remembered), Jenny’s inhales and exhales increased with
intensity, as well as her pacing, and her relationship with
gravity. I remember her falling into a child’s pose, as if in a deep
meditative state, and then glanced at our cell phone, seeing the
listed start and end durations of each contraction.
She told me, “Rory, maybe you should call our midwife, just in
case”. I did. Soon enough, I heard her release a strong chakra
chant of, ‘Ohhmmmm.’ I thought, “It has only been an hour. I
do not remember her going into active labour with that kind of
energy. It could not be!”
“Rory, I need quality questions. Now!” my wife exclaimed. My
mind calculated fast. So beautifully unpredictable. My mind
raced and I spout out, “What’s one reason why you are perfect
for your baby? Why is your body so empowered to give birth?
Why are you and baby perfect for one another? What can you
do specifically right now to feel connection with your baby?”
Jenny calmed. She thanked me and paced into our small ensuite
bathroom. She asked me to call our midwife again. I did.
I said to the midwife, “The contractions are getting really
intense.”
“How far apart are they?” the midwife asked.
“Less than five minutes,” I answered.
“Ask Jenny if she can feel the baby,” she suggested.
“Jenny, can you feel the baby?” I asked.
Jenny undressed her bottoms, and sure enough, she affirmed.
“She can feel the baby,” I said.
“Okay, call 911,” the midwife instructed.
I froze for a moment. I had never called 911 in my life. Jenny’s

motherly chakra cry brought me back into the present moment.
“Who cares?” I thought. “I trust you,” I said to our midwife.
I hung up and dialled 911
The 911 operator answered, “Hello?”
I said, “Hi, My wife is having a baby.”
The 911 operator asked, “Where do you live?” I gave our
address. The operator replied, “Alright, we have dispatched four
firefighters and four paramedics to your location.” Four of each?
I wanted to entertain why, but I had more important things to
think about. The operator then said, “I just need some more
information about your location.”
Jenny’s voice rang out, “Rory, I think you are going to catch the
baby.” I focused more than I had ever imagined was humanly
possible in my life. She thundered her chakra in our bathroom,
‘Ohhmmmm.’
The faint feminine voice of the responder on the phone said,
“Sir? Sir?” In my head I thundered, “Hold on. I am catching a
baby!”
I watched Jenny – feeling totally unprepared myself for what
was going to happen. Then, slowly I watched from Jenny a little
bum begin to emerge. I positioned myself behind her; my body
went into muscle memory as if I was going to catch another 30
yard football pass. One more contraction and I watched how
slowly, smoothly, beautifully a bum emerged, with two little
legs unfolding, followed by two little arms, and ten little fingers.
The head remained. One more contraction. Jenny pushed and
roared with powerful tenderness. I saw a little person in my
hands. The baby was still. I did not know if he or she was dead or
alive. Within moments, the baby coughed, and then, the baby
cried.
“We did it Jenny,” I exclaimed excitedly to my wife.
The 911 responder said, “What gender is it?”
Remembering the hints from our midwife I turned our little
person to Jenny and asked, “What is it Jenny?”
“It is a boy,” she cried out in tender joy.
The rest, they say, is history. Our midwife unofficially knighted
me an honorary midwife. An honour I will never forget.
Rory Hochstein is a proud husband to Jenny Hochstein, and
proud father to Soleil (7), Eden (5), Eli (3), Evelyn (1). He spends
his free time telling his own little boy stories to his kids, singing,
and doing kung fu.
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LUNA BUTTERFLY FLORENCE’S
BIRTH STORY
By Madison Kingfisher
and midwife said it seemed as though I was going to have a
miscarriage from the amount of blood I was losing and on an
ultrasound you did not have a heart beat yet. Your daddy and I
cried so much. I do not think I have ever cried so much in my
whole life than when I thought I was losing you my sweet baby.
We were told we would have to wait and see if you were going
to stay. So we waited and I talked to you often telling you how
much we loved you and as days progressed into weeks you had
a heartbeat and were developing just right. The joy I felt when
I knew I would get to meet and hold you is unexplainable! The
rest of my pregnancy with you was wonderful and easy and I
enjoyed every kick and wiggle and hiccup.
Your birth story starts at 37 weeks two weeks before you
were actually born. I began leaking amniotic fluid but no
contractions were starting. We waited patiently for you to
decide it was time to be born. I walked, meditated, slept, had
acupuncture, and drank lemon verbena and caster oil but
labour did not start. After 48 hours of amniotic fluids leaking
I went into the hospital to begin an induction, I was feeling
very down because I did not feel this was the way you were
supposed to be born. I felt my body and you would know what
to do when the time was right. They attempted to induce
me twice with cervidil but no labour started. After a failed
induction with pitocin I knew you were not ready. You were
happy and healthy, and so was I; ultrasounds showed that your
PHOTO BY: FRESHPHOTOGRAPHY

water levels were fine and there no longer seemed to be any
more water leaking. I decided we needed to talk with the

Baby Luna you were loved even before you were
conceived, you were loved before I even knew we for
sure were going to have a third baby. I loved your big
brother and sister so much that I just knew I would
love more babies. When I found out I was pregnant with

doctors and come up with a new plan. You were not ready to

you I cried the happiest tears and hugged and danced with

induction would be as well as the pros and cons of us leaving

your daddy. I was so excited I had done a pregnancy test before

and going home and waiting for things to start naturally. They

6:00 a.m. and stayed up waiting until 8 o’clock when I could

were all wonderful and despite it being very far outside of

call the midwife and book my first appointment. My extreme

the OBs comfort zone we together decided that it would be

love for you, a tiny baby I had not yet met, grew even stronger

best for me to go home and continue to come in for a short

when I thought I was losing you at six weeks. The doctors

time daily for monitoring to be sure that both you and I were
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be born and as long as you were healthy and happy I was not
forcing you. The doctors and midwife were wonderful and
sat down and had a meeting with me. I shared my concerns
and laid out what I felt the pros and cons of continuing an

still doing wonderfully. Everything went smoothly and it was

On January 10, 2013, at 39 weeks which was right on the two

agreed that if in two weeks things continued to show we were

week mark, even though it was still slightly up in the air if you

both healthy I could be considered low risk again, I could go

were going to be born at home or not, I decided that home

back into midwife care and, if all went as planned, still have

was where I was going to have you. I began to suspect that my

you at home. I asked you to please wait until our two week

water was possibly leaking a bit again but it was very minor and

plan was completed to be born and you were such a sweet

seemed to go away so your brother, sister, dad and I went for

baby and listened!

a walk downtown for me to look at bedroom lamps to create
the perfect home birth atmosphere. Five minutes after getting
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in the door with my new lamps I was sitting in my favourite

your dad set up our birthing space putting together my new

chair thinking if I continue to feel leaky after supper I would

lamps, getting the home birth supplies set up, playing my birth

call the midwife to get it checked out. At about 15 after 6:00

playlist, stringing up a set of Christmas lights in the shape of a

p.m. I stood up took one step and my water exploded! It was

heart and hanging a picture he, with your brother and sister,

like in a movie. I was standing in a huge puddle, I was shocked

had made for me. When I came out of the bathroom and saw

and totally thrilled! Your brother Prosper thought I was peeing

the room set up with so much love by your dad I was so happy

my pants and said, “Someone better deal with that yucky

and quietly swayed through contractions, holding onto the

situation soon because it is grossing me out.” That comment

back of a chair when they got particularly intense. I had the

made me laugh so hard. I started having contractions right

biggest smile after every contraction knowing how close I was

away and phoned the midwife to let her know. She phoned the

getting to meeting you my sweet baby!

OB who had been working with me and he told her for me to
stay home and have that baby! I went upstairs to shower while I
waited for our amazing midwife to show up.

The midwife showed up at about 7 p.m. and gave me a
quick exam and asked if I wanted to get my cervix checked.
I did and was at 3 cm. I was shocked and told her that these

Once I was in the shower the contractions started coming on

contractions seemed so strong; much more like contractions

fast and strong. I swayed in the warm water and sang to you.

during transition than early labour. She sat quietly on the floor

I focused on not thinking of the contractions as pain but as

humming along to the music writing notes while I held onto

only pressure bringing you closer to me. I called to your dad

your dad and danced through contractions. Your dad asked

to tell the midwife she needed to get here now because you

me if I wanted to call my friend to come and take pictures. I

were coming right away the contractions I was having felt like

said, “No, I want to be alone.” The midwife said quietly from

ones I had with your sister and brother at 8 cm. As I showered

across the room to follow my instincts. Your dad then asked

PHOTOS BY: FRESHPHOTOGRAPHY
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me if I wanted to eat and I said, “No way. I do not even want

encouragement from a special group of friends who knew

to think of food.” The midwife again echoed to continue

you were on your way. I cried hearing all of the beautiful things

following my instincts.

they had to say and was ready to move back to the bedroom.

Harvest moon came on and my contractions began to get

At around 8:00 p.m. I laid on the bed on my side trying my

even stronger. I held tight onto your dad and continued to
focus on the contractions being, “Just pressure, not pain,”
but was sometimes having a difficult time with it because the
intensity was so strong. With my births of your brother and

best to relax through the contractions. My body was getting
tired since you, baby, and my body decided that it should run
this marathon of birth at a sprinters pace. According to the
midwife’s notes this is when my contractions began to have a

sister I started having a strong urge to vomit and threw up for

clear pattern.

a while then felt so much happier and able to better focus

Your dad lit some sweet grass and began to smudge the

during contractions. Your brother, sister and Lala came up into

room. He asked for our grandfathers and grandmothers who

the bedroom and I listened to everyone talk while Prosper and

had passed to be present and to keep us and you safe on

Meadow played and I closed my eyes during contractions.

your journey. I smudged myself and so did your dad and the

Even though it had been a relatively short time I started to feel

midwife. The room was instantly filled with a beautiful warm

exhausted. I moved to the bed and tried different positions
for each contraction. The midwife suggested I try having
some contractions on the toilet so I did. While I sat there
the contractions were so strong it was hard not to focus on
them as painful. Your dad hugged me and read me words of

peaceful feeling and we all began to cry. It was so powerful we
could feel the presence of those who loved us and knew that
everything would go wonderfully. That moment was one of my
favourites from the whole night. Your dad went down stairs to
smudge the rest of the house and see how your Lala was doing
with Meadow and Prosper who had gone downstairs with
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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her to make some gifts for you out of dough. Your dad came

grabbed you up to my chest and cuddled you close! You were

upstairs with your big sister Meadow wrapped up in a stretchy

born at 9:08 p.m. less than three hours after my water had

wrap because she was beginning to get tired and grumpy.

broken. Your daddy ran to get Meadow and Prosper and they

He rubbed my back as I continued to try to find comfortable

rushed in!

positions during each contraction. I told the midwife I was
ready to be checked again and I was 7 cm dilated. I began to
feel very uncomfortable and needed to vocalize during each
contraction. I made low guttural noises aiming to keep my jaw
as relaxed as possible. Your brother was running around the
room excitedly and had taken over the job of photographer
and got some wonderful pictures! Meadow could hear the
excitement and decided it was time to get out of the wrap
which was good because I needed more help from your daddy.
During each contraction I felt like I needed my leg held up to
allow the flow of energy a more direct path. Even though I had
just been checked and was at 7 cm I began to feel like it might
be time to push; it felt too soon though so I put it off.
Right then you decided it was definitely time for me to push.
I felt you pull your arm from by your head and turn into the
perfect birthing position as you dropped down into the
birthing canal, as soon as that happened my body gave a push
on its own. I was amazed at how cool it was to feel you get
yourself into the right position to be born; you really knew
what you were doing! I began trying different positions to push
in. I tried squatting with your dad supporting me, on my side
and hands and knees but was having a hard time focusing. The
second midwife showed up at this point and tried to suggest
new pushing positions but I did not like any of them.
Eventually the noise of your brother and sister was too
distracting and I asked for them to leave for a while so I could
focus more. I decided to get on to my back and really get
pushing. I had already been pushing for 20 min at this point
and was not getting very far. As soon as I got into that position
I was able to do some great focused pushing. Quickly your
head was born and I felt your fuzzy little head with my eyes still
closed tightly. The midwife asked me to stop pushing so she
could unwrap your cord which was around your neck twice.
I then opened my eyes and pushed out your upper body and
grabbed onto you under your arms. You were so cute and
looked like you were reaching up to me. I was so excited to
see you that I froze for a bit just holding on to you and saying,
“My baby, my baby, oh my god my baby,” and crying great big
happy tears! Your dad and the midwives were smiling from
ear to ear too and reminded me to finish pushing. So I did and
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You had squeaked a little hello to me as I pulled you to my
chest but after that you stopped breathing for a bit and
were seeming to take a while to start. The midwife began
aggressively trying to get you breathing again and after some
rubbing on your back and some cuddles from me you took a
breath and started to get pink. You looked up at me with such
beautiful eyes and held my gaze for a very long time.
We still did not know if you were a boy or a girl and it was
Prosper’s job to tell us. When he told us you were a girl I was
shocked and overjoyed! Everyone in the room was crazy about
you! We all thought you were so amazing and beautiful. We
left your cord intact, I delivered your placenta and we left
you attached to it for a while. Meadow and Prosper rubbed
your hair and looked at your fingers and toes while you kept
eye contact with me and began to root around and latched
yourself on to nurse right away. You were such a pro! The
midwives began to look a bit concerned about the amount
I was bleeding and gave me a quick pitocin shot: after
massaging down on my uterus, and you nursing, did not stop
the bleeding. The pitocin helped and after they removed a
small bit of amniotic sack that had stayed inside of me the
bleeding slowed down and the mood was light again.
Daddy clamped your cord and he and Prosper cut it. The room
was filled with happiness and love and there were tears all
around. You were so perfect! After nursing for a while your dad
reached to hold you and you held on so tight to me like you
were never going to let go; it was so adorable and I was happy
to cuddle you for as long as you liked. I ate a plate of snacks
the midwife had brought up and drank a smoothie that your
dad had made me after cleaning and cutting a piece off of the
placenta to mix with the berries in the smoothie. The placenta
smoothie felt like it was some kind of super powerful energy
drink, and I felt fantastic!
We were soon left as a family to cuddle and sleep. You
continued to nurse through the whole night till six in the
morning. While everyone else slept I admired your perfect
tiny features and cuddled you close. The moon light lit up our
bed room and I decided Luna would be the perfect name for
you. I told your dad and Meadow in the morning and Meadow
said instantly, “Yeah, Luna,” and we knew it was perfect for

you. Butterfly, your middle name, was given to you by your

journey into this world, and what lucky people we are to have

brother as soon as we told him we were having another baby.

you as our baby Luna Butterfly Florence Kingfisher!

He wanted Butterfly for a girl, Leaf for a boy and Pizza worked

Madison loves spending time with her family: her kids Prosper,
Meadow, Luna and Nikosis and husband Harlan. This busy
homeschooling mom loves adventures with her kids, spreading
the baby wearing and breastfeeding love with her husband in
Victory Song Babywearing, and pursuing her love of dance as a
burlesque performer.

for both. Florence your other middle name is from your great
grandma who raised your daddy. The day we named you was
her birthday and we felt her loving presence that night you
were born after daddy smudged. So that is how you made your

Luna at four years old
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MY MOST SACRED CAESAREAN
By Keren Abrams

I glance at my body in the mirror as I walk out of
the locker room. It is the blue tinge around my
horizontal slit-of-a-navel that does somehow make
me cringe.

It started on my 40th birthday. I threw off my clothes, entered

Holding the wall and walking cautiously, I think how they

would birth children which I was tossing now. I would have to

will surely no longer ask, “Are you pregnant?” with a bit of
uncertainty.
When I would say yes, they would often continue, “Is it your
first?” and I would think that they also did not notice my,
“Advanced maternal age.” “First and second,” has become my
standard answer. It flows out with a sigh that accompanies my
mind along a winding road of fear: how will I manage?
I carry now not only this ultra-stuffed belly, but also a
persistent cloud of numbness and wonder. It holds me one
step back from fear, in some inarticulable embrace of faith.
To this day, it has been a six-year painstaking and convoluted
road all for conceiving, by choice, as a single woman. The
whole story would likely be a blockbuster in Hollywood,
honestly, though I never would have wished it this way.
Dramatic world traveling and a host of accompanying
knee-buckling adventures replaced the at-home private and
partnered intimacy I had always imagined.

this rare fresh water spring in our New Mexico desert, and
dunked. I shouted. I cried. I gave up. It was that life-long and
indeed life-line-feeling idea of partnering in a perfection that
go solo. There was no more time. I then called men I knew, a
few, all around the world, asking for this peculiar little favour:
some seed, please?
The subsequent string of events and circumstances demanded
I give up things dear, repeatedly. I gave up friendships and
family bonds that I thought were solid, gave up being
understood, gave up my savings very reticently but finally
completely, gave up hopes of romance, gave up conceptions
that did not last, and finally I gave up that once intense import
to know the person from whom the seeds would come. When
the final man-friend of a few again debunked our plans, I was
left in Greece, solo and near penniless.
I gave up. I got sperm via a clinic from ‘anonymous’ along with
interventions of a Doc and his clinical methods.
Nothing went as I had wanted or imagined, save the essential
bottom line: I was pregnant and would birth through my own
womb, my progeny. Now, imagining cutting that womb soon,

PHOTOS BY: ANNA YARROW, SANTA FE
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rattles me deeply.

friends. My doula agreed to step out, and give her space in the

The pool is warm. These months, it is my safe-haven. I step in.

operating room to Madi, my spirit-sister in song.

Me - this solo mama, literally bankrupt, and bearing two babies

I had known that cutting ceremonies are ancient as spiritual

soon, a family-of-origin mostly scoffing at the terrible mistake,

practice in many cultures. This would become mine - my

friends turning attention away to more comprehensible things

ceremony - with the cutting of me, for love, for birthing family.

- I focus entirely into the water. I drop in.

*

Yes, carried.
I am assured

My midwife holds my head as I lean forward in my mostly open
gown, bright lights all around, to be injected in my spine. I am

that I am carried.

afraid. I feel meek, but I know we have set this up to be sacred;

...also carrying...

those plans and this wise woman holding me, I lay down.

Here, I can hold it all.

Feeling the strange sense of disappearance of my lower half, I

I begin diving. Repeatedly: head up, quickly down, fierce flutter

sharpen my mind, again, on these new plans...so I can do what

kicks, flip, come up, down again...while talking to the little

I can to birth in glory.

sprout who for weeks now has been sitting on my cervix.

The surgical team moves swiftly, a lot is bustling around me.

“Head down baby...”

Tension is coursing through my body though I am aching to

“Butt up, head down, my baby - flip over, ok?”

relax. My midwife’s blue eyes gaze steadily over the pale yellow
mask, linking with mine. My head is turned to my left where

“Work with me here, ok, I am Mama...”

she sits inches away. Then Madi comes in. She sits to my right,

*

I turn my head and we touch brows. Her slow breathing ushers

Yet...

mine to rhythm.

Three weeks later, in a 6 a.m. chill, I am scuffing my winter

After that long stretch of hubbub from being wheeled-in to

boots into the hospital, according to the doctor’s prescribed
date: 38 weeks, the standard ‘max’ for twins.
During those weeks, I changed my mind. I changed my hopes
and plans. My Doc and I discussed. I called upon the right

this very moment, the whole team collects in utter stillness.
There is a silent pause before the woman surgeon speaks
kindly and calm.
“Keren, when you and Madi start singing, we will begin.”

PHOTOS BY: JOSHUA SAGE, SANTA FE
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There is silence.

bleating softly like a lamb. My lips pucker to him air-kisses and

I breathe in, afraid. I breathe out. I breathe in again sucked into

my tones become little light notes, so tender and dear are the

a roaring force pulsing through me, and with the next out-

first sounds this one hears.

breath a full-throated tone shoots, coursing a confidence that

Now baby B is up by my right. I turn my head, eyes still closed,

overwhelms me. Fuller and fuller tones follow, with a steady

and smell this one, continuing softly singing. A tear drips down.

but certain, quickening, fury.

My whispering lips turn to right and left, again and again,

Madi graciously conspires, backing up each note with her own.

between my children, singing to them. Singing to them...

These notes I sing became like roaring seas, one after another
rolling on and over ...
I cry out! I call out! I pray! A full-throttle call: for perfection
in this surgery team! ...for the glory of creation! ...for new
creatures coming in!
I become nothing but notes. I am safe and focused sharply,
there.
Ancient Hebrew prayers unearth themselves into these tones.
This sprung open body, still sensing unsettling rattling and tugs,
is now surrendered to only the birthing.
I hollow and hallow all my self in over-flows of tones. I sing for
my children. I sing for the glory of all creation... I am overtaken.
My head consistently to my right, inches from Madi’s own; she
continues to tone. I know no thing and no one, only sound
now: loud, resounding sound. I am otherwise empty.
I hear the team whisper seldom, otherwise silent, bustling still
gently in the fleeting moments my attention opens a small
window toward them. With their honouring and respect, I am
able to stay in the sound-cave I have created. I become on
the altar of my deepest beloved, feeling a trust that everyone
is there for our three lives’ sake. I feel attended. I become
surrendered.
“First breath!” she calls out, sharp and clear, piercing her words
right into my strong unending song. I breathe in hearing that
exclamation; tears are pressing up my throat. I sing again, more
loudly.
“First breath!” she calls out again, like a ceremony’s captain,
as the second new creation had emerged and taken air in. To
know this second miracle occurred, a whimper wells-up, but is
taken over by the urge to call out more notes.
My heart is a full sun and moonshine glow... as, to my left
shoulder the midwife brings baby A.
My eyes still closed, I turn my head to near the new one’s. He is
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knowing I will from now to forever, sing for them.
Madi’s own tone slides into a lake-like shimmer, holding us all,
as she shakes a small seeded rattle beneath the table under my
head: steady, softly... in the otherwise silence.
The pulse is pure. The song is woven. The babies are here.
Keren Khaya Abrams is the founder of Fertility for Real,
an information station for all things fertility. Counseling
in Spiritual Guidance for over 20 years, Keren is also a
professional modern dancer and ordained “Omanaya.”
Currently she (over)full time mothers toddler twins in Santa Fe,
and offers her unique fertility consultations worldwide.

BIRTH AMONG FRIENDS

By Jodi Schollaardt

In May of 2016 we joyfully—and a bit surprisingly my husband

community. I always say, looking back, my pregnancy flew by

would say—found out we were expecting our third baby.

but it didn’t feel that way when I was in the thick of it. I was

Having had both of our sons at home, the decision to birth

sicker than my previous pregnancies—that bout of shingles,

at home again was obvious. We had our first son, Henry, with

plus a lifetime’s share of yeast infections—however, I kept

a compassionate traditional birth attendant in 2011, and our

thinking that with all this hassle, it must be a girl!

second, Ellis, with a skillful midwife in 2014. But like so many
other families living in rural and northern Alberta, we faced
a problem: access to midwifery care. Luckily, for us, we had
secured a midwife in Edmonton for the birth of Ellis and
delivered him there, in the home of our wonderful friends,
Erin and Mike, who were away on summer holidays. So after
texting my husband a picture of the positive pregnancy
test, my next call was to my midwife, letting her know I was
expecting and hoping to be a patient of hers again. Luckily, I
was able to do so. I was about three weeks pregnant.
Over the next few weeks, we explored options about where
in Edmonton this birth would take place, knowing that Erin
and Mike didn’t have an empty house for us to use this time
around. We considered the birthing center or a hotel, but in
our hearts we knew what we wanted. One day I was talking
with Erin over the phone and just asked her if we could
birth at her house again. Without hesitating, she said yes! It
was a bit overwhelming to consider the number of people
involved—there would be eight people under her roof, plus a
baby—but Erin never seemed stressed at all, only excited and
accommodating. She is one of my best friends, so birthing in
her home, with her present, seemed absolutely perfect to me.

I was overdue with my previous pregnancies, so it was my goal
to stay put in Grande Prairie until my due date of February 1,
2017, and then head to Edmonton. But as the days wore on,
I just wanted to get there and be settled. My biggest fear in
both this and Ellis’ pregnancy was not making it to Edmonton
to have the midwifery care I desired, wanted, and had planned
for. We arrived on Erin and Mike’s doorstep a few days ahead
of schedule, on January 30, 2017, with a lot of stuff and our two
kids, but as usual, they were nothing but pleased to have us.
As the days went on, the kids played together, and we ate
meals together, visited and waited. The waiting went on for a
few days, and I was probably not anyone’s favorite person in
the house as I grew frustrated with being overdue. I had a few
symptoms that labor would be starting: some contractions
here and there, and I lost my mucus plug; but nothing really
took off until Saturday, February 4, 2017. On that day, the plan
was for Erin and her family to go to the hockey rink for her
son’s game, while my family got groceries. Then our husbands
were to meet up at the cinema with the kids, while Erin and
I did a bit of walking to encourage labour. But after getting
groceries, I had Steve drop me off at Erin’s home. It was only
2:00 p.m., but I was wiped emotionally and physically. I was

I did the regular routine of driving from Grande Prairie to

also having some contractions, but I kept thinking they would

Edmonton for prenatal appointments, about four hours each

not amount to anything. I decided to lay down for a bit, and I

way. This time I was due in February, so navigating winter

phoned Erin to say that I wanted to skip our walk. She told me

roads was a concern, but I made it safely there and back

to rest and that she would be back soon.

each time. Sometimes I traveled by myself, sometimes with
our whole family. I tried to stretch out the time between my
appointments by keeping in touch with my midwife by phone
and email, particularly when I came down with shingles. For
each visit I had to take time off work and spend the night in
Edmonton, but we were prepared for the costs and kept the
receipts as there is a tax deduction for costs incurred when
travelling for medical care that does not exist in your own

A few short minutes later, at about 2:15, I called Erin again, as
my contractions were getting more intense and I thought that
my waters had started to break. Sure enough, when I stood
up, they broke, and I called her back again to ask her to bring
Steve home. Things were starting! I called my midwife and
gave her an update, and she said to let her know when my
contractions got strong enough that I could no longer talk
through them.
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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The kids rushing in to see the new baby after
she was born. Henry is very excited to have
a little sister.

Jodi adoring new daughter Claire.

Erin cutting the cord.

Headed home!

Claire Hazel Schollaardt

The children of our wonderful birthing team!

Erin and her daughter Harper
enjoying Claire.

Although I was only labouring alone for about 15 minutes,

hold her knowledge and skill in very high regard. So I followed

I was relieved when Erin and Steve arrived. Erin sprang into

her suggestion, and she sat behind me, applying counter

action, remembering everything I wanted or needed, even

pressure to my back during the contractions. It was a relief to

the right oil to diffuse (Gentle Baby from Young Living). That

finally sit, and I think it helped keep the labour moving until the

is what it is like to have a best friend around for your birth! Erin

pool was ready.

and Mike have a gorgeously renovated house in the West End
neighborhood, and we had decided to birth in their master
bedroom, as it had all the necessities: a large ensuite with a
shower, a bathtub, double sinks, and lots of room for the birth
pool. When Erin and Steve arrived I was already labouring over
the counter in the master bathroom—the same position I had
been in two years earlier while delivering Ellis. Everything was
going smoothly.
Over the next half hour labour became much more intense,
so Steve called our midwife. She arrived shortly after, followed
by our second midwife. I stayed in that standing, swaying
position for almost an hour, waiting for the pool to fill and
warm up. By 3:45, I was feeling a little overwhelmed and lost.
I had just been standing and swaying for so long, my legs and
back were sore. My midwife told me to try and sit on the toilet
backwards, to give me some relief. I was hesitant because it is
uncomfortable to change positions in active labour, but I felt
really connected to my midwife. I trusted her intuition, and I
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Right around the time I got into the pool, about 4:15, Mike
and all four kids came home from the cinema. Of course, they
were all excited that I was in labour, but it did disrupt the little
world that I had been living in. The kids all came in for a quick
visit to check things out, and then they were off playing again.
Shortly after that, Erin and Steve took a break, as my midwife
was going to check my dilation. I am convinced she already
knew exactly what was happening with my body because a
few short contractions after they left and I was pushing out the
baby! The second midwife went to call for Steve and Erin, but
they were already running up the stairs, familiar as they both
were to the sounds accompanying that part of labour! Two
or three pushes later, I was holding my sweet baby—a perfect
little girl to round out our family. Claire Hazel Schollaardt
was born at 4:50 p.m., after less than three hours of labour,
and weighing 8 lb, 10 oz. Claire was my smallest baby but my
quickest birth.

Soon after Claire was born, Mike and the kids piled into the

out of the context of a patriarchal medical event. I think that

room to see the new baby. It was perfect, absolutely perfect.

is pretty amazing. I would also hope that they will continue to

I cried more than I had with my other births because I was

challenge the inequities that families throughout our home

so grateful for my midwifery care, so proud of myself for

province face when seeking midwifery care. Not everyone has

delivering my third baby at home, so pleased to have such

the resources—or the friends—to have a ‘home’ birth 400 km

wonderful, gracious, friends, so excited for four other little

from home.

ones to be part of welcoming their friend and sister into the
world, and so thankful that it had come together exactly the
way we had hoped. Maybe I shed a few more tears knowing
this would likely be my last babe.

I thank my midwives for being so skillful and compassionate, so
wise, gentle, and full of integrity. Of course I am grateful to Erin
and Mike for everything. I think Steve summed it up well when
he said, humorously, on our way out the door, “If you can think

After about 15 minutes had passed and the initial excitement

of anything as intrusive to do at our house let us know!”

dissipated, Erin cut the cord. Steve took Claire onto his chest

Along with raising Claire and her busy brothers, Jodi is a
registered social worker who instructs with the University
of Calgary’s Faculty of Social Work. Her husband Steve is an
entrepreneur. Renovating their home, camping, and enjoying
time with family and friends round out their days.

while I showered and crawled into bed. By the time I was
in bed, everything around me had been taken care of. We
opened champagne and celebrated Claire’s birthday. I was fed,
I was nurtured, we all adored Claire and enjoyed the evening as
she latched and started to nurse. Steve stayed with me most of
the night until our boys needed him, then Erin crawled in with
me and held Claire on her chest while I slept until morning.
The next day was more of the same: the kids played, we had
a few visitors, we ate, relaxed, rested, and Erin encapsulated
my placenta. The day after that we began the long journey
home. It truly was the most difficult part of giving birth away
from home but we made it. I even drove half of the 460-odd
kilometers north to Grande Prairie. It was hard to leave, but we
were ready to be home.
Having three babies at home has changed me and how I live
my life. In the past seven years I have learned so much: about
homebirth, nursing, placenta encapsulation, baby wearing,
and everything in between. I have also been blessed to have
been mothered by my many, dear, girlfriends throughout each
of my births. It has been one of the biggest gifts I have ever
received. I know the value of having someone support you
in useful ways: by bringing meals, folding laundry, freezing a
pad. Whether it is your first or your third baby, having a baby
is hard work. Then there is all of the healing, adjusting, and
nursing that takes place afterward. Now, I try to pass on this
gift to those around me by ‘mothering’ new mothers as they
welcome little babes into their lives.
I hope that my home births will shape my sons and daughter in
a way that allows them to embrace midwifery care and honour
the strength of women to deliver babies naturally. The day
Claire was born four other young souls bore witness to what
an empowering birth can and should look like when it is taken
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EMPOWERMENT AND SELF-DETERMINATION
By Morgan Reid

Trystan, famously known for his blog Biff & I that is
centered around his life with his family and partner,
is a transgender man in Oregon USA that chose
to carry his own biological child. He made the choice
to be open and public regarding his pregnancy because
he was frustrated that the only wide spread news about
transgender people seemed to be suicide rates and stories
of discrimination. He states, “While, of course, we face huge
stigma, stereotypes, discrimination, harassment, brutality, it
is also true that in the trans life there is love, there is beauty,
there is joy, there is resilience, there is power and community.
I kind of just wanted a story that included those things. There
should be a counter narrative at some point.”
While transgender people are often associated with extreme
body dysmorphia, Trystan says he received a message from an
elderly woman in the midwest that summed up how he felt
regarding his pregnancy: it was so lovely that his body was able
to give him the life that I deserved, while also bringing a new
life into the world.
Trystan’s partner Biff was reluctant to have a biological child
with Trystan due to his fear for Trystan’s physical safety and the
possibility of threats from the public. Due to curated comment
sections on platforms that they had previously shared their
stories on, Trystan never worried about this and felt he did
not have a realistic idea of public reaction going into his
pregnancy. His biggest fears about pregnancy were like most
of ours: that labour was going to be painful.
When online forums and social media did get to him, he says
his son’s movements comforted him the most. When asked
what the best part of his pregnancy was he said, “I think
any time that I could feel him moving. It was like his way of
saying, ‘I am here, I am getting ready.’” Trystan recounts that
sometimes comments from social media would begin to
create a negative internal dialogue, despite logically knowing
it was a stranger’s unfounded opinion. “It is really, really,
hard to not internalize all the transphobia, and sexism, and
homophobia in the world, and have those little fears creep in.
So, every time I felt him move it was like, ‘Okay. All right, he is
going to be okay. He is okay. He is getting ready.’”
When Trystan and Biff chose to try to conceive, Trystan went
off testosterone and got pregnant immediately. His doctors
at Kaiser Permanente described the process as similar to a
woman coming off birth control and believed the hormonal
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therapy to have little effect on his fertility. Unfortunately
he subsequently had a miscarriage. He shared that a nursemidwife comforted him during this time, “She said to me if and
when I was ready, to look for the moments of gratitude that
I could find for my body. Basically a miscarriage is your body
taking care of you, and protecting you, and any future children
that you may carry. It is your body saying, ‘Ooh, something has
gone wrong. This needs to come to an end before any damage
is done.’ When I was able to reframe it that way and to think,
‘Oh, this is so amazing, my body is taking care of me even in
ways that I do not understand, or see, or know,’ then I was able
to feel grateful to not have to carry a baby to term that was not
going to be able to survive, or whatever the myriad outcomes
can happen when a miscarriage does not go through. I was
able to feel grateful for that.” His son was conceived just three
months after.
Trystan remained patient with the medical staff that worked
with him, but feels birth language needs to grow to be
more inclusive. He says, “I am such a minority, of a minority,
of a minority that I do not expect the whole world to
accommodate my very unique path.” Trystan particularly
felt the language of the written documents could change
to become more aware of birthing options outside of a
nuclear mom, dad, and baby structure of a family. “Verbally
I think that the care providers I saw worked very hard to be
inclusive. Occasionally they would say, “Pregnant women,”
instead of, “People who get pregnant,” or, “Pregnant people,”
or, “Gestational parents,” but, again, I give them a little bit of a
pass because if you spend 30 years using one kind of language
there is going to be a period of adjustment that I need to have
some grace with them.”
Trystan was able to advocate for himself during his entire
pregnancy, and continued to do so when he felt he needed to
be induced at 39 weeks. He said it was difficult to negotiate the
discrepancy between being told by medical establishments,
family and friends who worked in the health and birth
industries that everything was fine with his pregnancy, and
how he felt internally which involved a lot of pain. He felt
the stereotype was that a pregnant body could not build a
baby it could not sustain, but likened the situation to getting
appendicitis as a child, where his body created the situation
without his knowledge or desire and yet he had known in his
gut that something serious was wrong. “Nature is imperfect
and flawed, and our bodies are imperfect and flawed.”

He was successfully induced by his own informed choice at
40 weeks with a combination of Cervadil1 and foley bulb2
use. He navigated 24 hours of early labour, 6 hours of active
labour, and a single hour of pushing. Leo was born at 9 lb 6
oz. He believes that is what defines self-determination and
empowerment: room to choose what is best for a pregnant
person when it is best for them. To him, “The ideal birth was in
a hospital, surrounded by people that I love and trust, under
the care of medical professionals, where both of us emerged
unscathed, relatively.”
Trystan’s advice for birth workers in the future is this, “Think
your word choices through and practice using a little bit more
inclusive language.” He says, “The first time that someone said,
‘Oh, a lot of pregnant people have that.’ That was like a dog
whistle. I thought, ‘This is a person that I can count on. This is
a person I can trust. This is a person who will advocate for me.’
Those little things, that do not seem like a big deal to someone
who is saying them, send the message that you are going to
work hard to make sure that we get the best care possible.”
Trystan understands there are a lot of times where staff have to
ask medically invasive questions, but believes this can be done
carefully and with open communication. When an ultrasound

technician had to ask how his baby was conceived, “IVF or
the old fashioned way,” she explained right away, “The reason
I am asking this question is because it is going to impact the
estimated due date.” Trystan expressed, “If you are able to
explain why you are asking a question that could feel invasive,
that makes a huge difference. I would have thought she was
asking it out of curiosity and wanting me to educate her, or
that she wants to dig into my life.”

Editor’s Notes
1. Cervadil is a synthetic form of the hormone prostaglandin. It is used to soften
the cervix prior to dilation. Evening of Primrose Oil and semen are two naturally
occurring sources of prostaglandins which can also be used, orally or vaginally, to
help ripen, or soften, the cervix.
2. A foley catheter, or foley bulb, can be used to dilate the cervix. It is a thin, sterile
tube with a balloon at the end, which is filled with sterile water or air. For dilation of
the cervix, it is inserted into the vaginal canal and through the cervix. The balloon
gradually becomes larger, thus dilating the cervix.

Morgan is a single parent of a toddler working towards her
B.Ed degree at the U of A with a special interest in Aboriginal
education. She is a firm advocate of LGBTQ2S+ rights and a
feminist to her core. She is currently considering a snowflake
tattoo to reflect her true self.
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THIS TIME

WILL BE DIFFERENT
By Nathan Chan

hospital, following the instructions on a handout her doctor
had given her. From there events spiraled and none of them
involved faith in her body.
The next morning, she had a baby in her arms, an incision
on her lower abdomen, and a numbness in her heart. She
expected birth would be empowering, “I am woman, hear me
roar.” Instead she felt like her power had been stripped away.
As she healed from her birth experience both physical and
mentally, she met others who had similar stories. She put the
pieces together. She actually read the books, and many more.
She realized that it had been a mistake to go to the hospital
with the belief that she should consent to every suggestion
her medical care providers offered. She was wrong to assume
that her emotional wellbeing would be weighed alongside her
physical wellbeing.
She vowed that next time it would be different.
‘She’ is a woman I have met many times. So many of the
mothers I encounter through surrogacy choose to become
gestational surrogates as part of a healing journey. They
may not be ready to have another child of their own, or
A surrogate who truly believes this journey is her, “Due over”

may be finished their own family, but still long to feel the

She never gave much thought to her birth during
her last pregnancy. She attended a prenatal class.
She read some books, or bought some books and
skimmed through them, but really she just did not
think about it a whole lot.

empowerment of birth that they have heard so much about.

Birth is supposed to be natural. If it is not a simple process that

they desire. They become pregnant knowing exactly what

the body is meant to undergo, why are there billions of people

they want to experience and how they are going to achieve

in the world? Why spend time planning and learning, she

their goals. Better birth starts with conscious decisions and

thought, when it is obvious that the body knows what to do.

preparation.

Animals give birth without books, classes, or instruction. No

Women who want a better birth experience are choosing

one tells them what to expect when they are expecting. So,

midwifery care.

she thought, when the time comes to give birth, I will allow my
body to birth the baby it had the wisdom to grow.

These women are changing their views of birth and the
maternity care system.
Instead of approaching pregnancy and childbirth with a,
“Go-with-the-flow,” mentality they prepare for the outcome

Instead of seeing their family doctor, or the first maternity care
practice of doctors that they receive a referral to, women who

When the contractions began she was excited and practiced

are planning a healing and empowered birth journey choose

her breathing. When her water broke she headed to the

midwifery care. Midwives specialize in normal pregnancy and
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A surrogate family meets the baby they have grown and cared for

Surrogate and her Intended Parent

birth. They work based on a belief that women’s bodies are

birth experience. Becoming a doula helped me to better

not broken and that birth is a normal physiological process.

support gestational surrogates on their journeys. Doulas have a

The midwifery model of care prepares birthing people for a

deep understanding of all things pregnancy and birth.

more positive experience with personalized care and support.

They are almost like a concierge of knowledge for a birthing

Healing from prior birth trauma is initiated through the

person. A doula can help a pregnant woman create a

relationship that is built between a pregnant woman and her

birth plan, learn more about options for creating the birth

midwife and fostered by the belief that birth is not a medical

experience that is desired, and provide tools to help pregnant

event, but a human experience.

women make decisions.

Unfortunately, midwifery care is not always an option in

When a woman’s goal for childbirth is to have a healing

Alberta. Many women are disappointed to find that they are

experience, it is important to make the emotional aspects

wait-listed or turned away due to a lack of midwives in their

of birth a priority, and a doula does just that. Often, when

area. In this case, reaching out to your community or online

seeking a more empowered birth, women prefer to avoid

forums for obstetrician recommendations may be the best

pharmaceutical pain relief. Doulas are experts on non-

option. There are a small number of pregnancy care practices

pharmacological pain relief and will assist with comfort

in Alberta that are friendly to natural birth, vaginal breech

measures such as counter pressure, position changes,

birth, etc. Gathering information on medical care providers

movement, touch therapy, hydrotherapy, visualization,

would also be useful if due to past medical history, a woman is

and more.

not able to receive midwifery care.
When planning an improved birth experience, pregnant
women keep in mind that their medical providers work for
them. Patients have a right to choose who they will work with,
ask questions about their care providers routines, beliefs, and
philosophies surrounding pregnancy and birth.

Women who want a better birth experience are
exploring hypnosis.
While not everyone who explores hypnosis for childbirth has
a completely pain free or intervention free birth, hypnosis for
birth programs such as Hypnobabies and Hypnobirthing can
provide a significantly more comfortable experience. Hypnosis

Women who want a better birth experience are hiring doulas.

for birth helps the birthing woman stay in control and remain

Doula care is an important ingredient in the recipe for a better

focused, possibly reducing the likelihood of intervention.
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Women who want a better birth experience are advocating

Pregnancy and birth take a significant physical toll on the body.

for themselves.

Birth is often compared to marathons and other extremely

Maya Angelou said, “Ask for what you want and be prepared to

challenging sport events. Preparing for pregnancy and birth as

get it!”
Beginning with their day to day lives, throughout the time they
are trying to conceive (or undergoing IVF treatment), women
who want a better birth experience are learning and practicing
the art of advocacy. Self-advocacy is incredibly empowering.
Advocacy has several aspects. Advocacy is stating what you
want. Sometimes this is all that is needed but we know that
birth can be unpredictable, and complications can arise. When
birth does not go as planned, or complications arise, selfadvocacy can take the form of asking questions, requesting
time to make decisions, or trusting your intuition. A birthing

though preparing for a marathon can have a positive impact
on one’s birth experience. Being healthy and fit means more
endurance for a lengthy birth.
Preparing physically for birth is different for everyone. Some
choose to lose weight or gain weight to have a healthier
pregnancy, others focus on fitness. Some women prepare for
a healthier pregnancy with Traditional Chinese Medicine such
as herbs and acupuncture. They may choose to prepare their
body for the challenges of pregnancy by improving their diet,
going all organic, or avoiding processed foods. There are even
vitamins specially formulated for pre-pregnancy!

person has every right to request time to ask questions, discuss

Women who want to have a better birth believe in themselves.

options privately, or refuse to consent to interventions that are

It does not always come easy, especially if your previous

proposed by their nurse, midwife, or doctor.

pregnancy and birth left you feeling less than whole. Women

Women who want to have a better birth experience are

who want to heal previous birth trauma by birthing again

preparing physically.

often take time to practice affirmations. Visualization and
reciting mantras is a great way to prepare yourself to give birth
mindfully. Meditate and practice feeling connected to the
earth’s energy and to your own body. Feel your body’s power
and ability.
The kind of birth experience that heals the wounds of a
traumatic prior birth is not always medical pain relief free or
intervention free. Even caesarean birth can be empowering.
Empowerment comes from making informed choices and
being in control of what happens to you. Women who receive
the most emotional satisfaction from their birth feel like they
had choices, made choices, and were treated with respect.
They do not describe their birth as something that happened
‘to’ them but as something they actively participated in. By
preparing for birth with intention, you can finally walk away
from birth with the feeling of strength and ability that you have
been dreaming of.
Nathan Chan is a Birth Doula, Postpartum Doula, and
Placenta Specialist. He passionately supports Gestational
Surrogates and Future Parents as the Managing Director of
Proud Fertility, a surrogacy agency based in Alberta. Nathan
has degrees in Commerce (McGill), Education (University
of Illinois), and Disability Studies (York). He is also a Proud
Intended Parent.
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OPTIMIZING CHILDBIRTH
WITH CHIROPRACTIC CARE
By Sarah Wu BSc, DC

Over my years of chiropractic practice working
with Moms-to-be, I have noticed that as parents
approach that ninth month, there is an air of joyful
anticipation of the moment when they finally get
to meet their new little family member. To some, the

to function the most efficiently without having to take extra

gestation period has been likened to climbing a mountain

her and her infant at greater risk for medical interventions, as

with a backpack that weighs a little more each day. As exciting

well as increasing her chances of a caesarean delivery1.

as the adventure is, they can’t help but wonder when they
are going to reach the peak of that mountain to bask in the
glorious views up top. As the gap leading up to the estimated
due date closes, parents become curious as to whether there
is a specific chiropractic adjustment that I can perform to
accelerate the baby’s welcome into the world.
The reality is, determining the exact date and time of
childbirth continues to be elusive; it remains one of the
few genuine surprises in our lifetime. Apparently, only baby
knows when they are ready to arrive—but not without a little
encouragement from Mom.
Making an effort to keep the pelvis aligned over the
gestational period is helpful in allowing the body to do what
nature has intended, in the most efficient and safe manner
possible for the individual. When the pelvis is balanced, the
surrounding muscles of the legs, back and pelvic floor do
not have to work as hard since they are not under constant
strain. This may then speed labour along when the uterus, the
muscles and the joints are all working in harmony. Chiropractic
care is such an essential tool in pregnancy care, since the
structures that we work with happen to promote balance in
the uterus.
I often recommend to my Moms-to-be that one of the
most helpful things that she can do to prepare for childbirth
is to try and maintain a balanced pelvic environment for
the developing fetus to grow with ease, so that at birth, the
newborn may enter the world as peacefully as possible without
unnecessary interventions.
As you will see shortly in following the anatomy section, the
uterus, being physically connected to the pelvis, is also able

time to overcome the resistance of twisted ligaments or tight
spaces as the baby travels through the pelvic outlet. Studies
have shown that the longer the mother is in labour, where
mental, emotional or physical fatigue starts to sets in, it places

In order to better understand the impact of spinal and pelvic
alignment throughout pregnancy, let us take a quick look at
two key elements: 1) Mother’s anatomy and 2) The movement
of the sacrum during childbirth.

1) Mother’s Anatomy
Envision the whole pelvis as a bowl that nestles the developing
baby. The pelvis consists of three bones in the back of the
bowl—an ilium on each side of the pelvis, and a triangular
bone sandwiched in the middle. At the front, the pubic
symphysis glues two halves of the ilium together. The moving
portions of the bones are called the sacro-iliac joint and the
pubic symphysis. During pregnancy, as the ligament-loosening
hormone called relaxin gets released, the pliability of the
pelvic joints increases to accommodate the baby’s passage
through the pelvic outlet.
The uterus is housed within this pelvic bowl. You can think of
the uterus as a hot air balloon being stabilized by eight cords
– four of which significantly affect the position of the uterus
because they attach directly to the pelvis like the basket under
the hot air balloon. There are two round ligaments that attach
to the front and two utero-sacral ligaments that attach
from behind.
When the pelvis and sacrum are unable to glide freely, for
example, if you sit with one leg crossed over the other (you
can feel that your weight shifts to only one bum cheek), the
side that is supporting the weight becomes unable to move
which causes the ligaments that hold the uterus in place
become extremely tight which in turn ‘twist’ the bottom of
the uterus.
www.birthissues.org | SPRING 2018 |
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This twisting leaves the uterus unbalanced, which is called,

connects the spine in the lower back to the pelvis) must tilt

“Intrauterine constraint,” and can potentially cause issues

backwards in order to flatten the lower back. The increase in

with baby positioning including breech, transverse, asynclitic

pelvic diameter due to the tilting usually ranges from

head position (neck is flexed to side which can cause longer

3-13 mm.

labours) and posterior babies (back labour).

When the baby’s head drops down, it triggers the next step in

The decreased motion in the pelvis and spine that can be

the tailbone to see-saw in the opposite direction to maximize

detected and adjusted by a chiropractor are typically much

the space between the tip of the tailbone and the pubic

more subtle than the rotation of the pelvis resulting from

bone, usually in the range of 15-18 mm. Accounting for this

crossing your legs, but this example simply illustrates the effect

range in movement is the combination of the softening of

of pelvic rotation on the diameter of the pelvic bowl.

the ligaments that occurs from the concentration of relaxin,

2) M
 ovement of the sacrum during
childbirth
Typically, very little movement actually occurs between the
sacrum and pelvis, aside from some slight gliding; however,
during childbirth the sacrum must undergo significant motion
in order to accommodate the passage of the baby’s head
through the pelvis.
Labour begins when baby’s head drops deep into the pelvis.
To make room within the pelvis, the top of the sacrum (which
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but more importantly the extent of movement at the joints2.
Therefore, the process of giving birth can be optimized by
ensuring that the sacrum remains able to tilt forward and
backwards by choosing birthing positions that support this
movement (e.g. squatting or being on all fours).
Chiropractic care helps to prepare the pelvis for birth and
augment labour
So, how can you ensure that your body will be best prepared
for that final trek to the top of the mountain? Regular pit-stops
to a pregnancy-trained chiropractor are essential in promoting
balanced movement amongst the muscles, ligaments and

joints of the pelvis. The sooner that you receive a baseline

of anxiousness can creep up. These stresses are often stored

assessment and regular treatment from your chiropractor, the

in the body in the form of tension or tightness in the gluteus/

better equipped your body will be to weather the changes that

buttock muscles, which then adds pressure to the pelvic cavity,

go along with the journey.

preventing its optimal expansion. As a result, the baby may

Significant postural changes occur in a relatively short period

remain high or in a sub-optimal birthing position due to the

of time, as your center of gravity shifts forward to offset the
baby’s growth. The biomechanical effects of the rapid changes
that occur in the body during pregnancy are commonly
overlooked amidst the blur of everything else to be checked
off the to-do list before the baby arrives. Some believe that

limited space available. Buttock tightness has also been related
to a history of caesarean births. Therefore, VBAC (vaginal birth
after caesarean) moms should especially include chiropractic
adjustments in their plan of care to help to release this tension
within the pelvic cavity allowing baby to drop and to adopt

aches and pains or the, “Pregnancy waddle,” just come with

ideal positioning.

the territory. The opposite is true, however, and should never

One of the easiest ways to make regular check-ups part of

be ignored since those nagging little (or big) aches serve as

your pregnancy care routine, is to pre-book your chiropractic

signals that the body is in need for a bit of assistance from a

appointments on the same day as your check-ups with

pregnancy-trained chiropractor to continue to allow for its

your primary attending practitioner (i.e. your midwife or

natural functions to take place.

obstetrician). These spinal tune-ups not only prepare your

When the time comes for labour to begin, one of the leading

body for the next phase of growth, but it also prevents babies

causes of, “Failure to progress,” or stalled labour, has been cited

from remaining high or malpositioned.

as suboptimal fetal position3, meaning the baby is stuck in

A pregnancy-trained chiropractor can provide you with

any position other than head down, with face towards mom’s

care beginning from the early stages of pregnancy that will

spine. When the bones and muscles of the pelvis are free

maintain the balance in your spine and pelvis. That being

to move and can symmetrically expand, the baby is able to

said, it is never too late to begin chiropractic care during

assume the best possible position for delivery without being

your pregnancy. Due to the increased laxity within your joints

limited by a lack of space caused by a ‘misalignment’ of the

during the prenatal state, they tend to be very responsive to

pelvis . Keeping the pelvis aligned with regular chiropractic

adjustments at any point in your journey. This will not only help

care can help give a breech or transverse baby room to turn,

you to be more comfortable and in less pain, but it will also

help the baby lay on the left side, and can help shorten labour

provide the baby with more room to grow and help him/her

by an average of 30%5.

assume the best birthing position possible. From there, nature

Even when the baby bump is not even visible in early stages,

can take its course and labour can progress more smoothly.

underlying imbalances in the spine or supporting musculature

Editor’s Notes

4

can still be detected and corrected before they transform
into painful conditions that affect pelvic structures such as
the sciatic nerve or the pubic symphysis. The effect of a bony
misalignment from a past event that jarred the body, such as a
slip on ice or fall off a bike, or internal scar tissue from previous
caesareans, may have gone unnoticed for quite awhile, but as
the body shifts quickly during pregnancy, those uncorrected
imbalances tend to sneak up and amplify themselves in the
form of ongoing pain or discomfort in the back, legs or pelvis.
Another less obvious factor in baby’s positioning may even
stem from mom’s emotional state. For many moms, as the
stress and exhaustion from the time crunch increases with
more tasks to complete from the to-do list while balancing
the other parts of daily life, it is not surprising that the feeling

1. R. M. Grivell, et al., “Maternal and neonatal outcomes following induction of labor:
a cohort study,” Acta Obtetrics et Gynecology Scandinavica 91 no. 2 (2012): 198203.
2. Nigel Palastanga and Rogers Soames, Anatomy and Human Movement: Structure
and function, 6th ed. (China: Elsevier Ltd., 2012): 280.
3. J. Senecal, X. Xiong, W. D. Fraser, “Effect of fetal position on second-stage duration
and labor outcome,” Obstetrics & Gynecology 105 no. 4 (2005): 763-772.
4. In the context of this article, I use the term misalignment to refer to the restricted
motion or glide of the bones in the spine or pelvis.
5. J. DC. Fallon, “The Effect of Chiropractic Treatment on Pregnancy and Labour:
A Comprehensive Study,” Proceedings of the World Federation of Chiropractic,
(1991): 24-31.

Dr. Sarah Wu is the owner of Momentum Chiropractic &
Wellness in Edmonton, AB and has been providing chiropractic
care for families for over ten years. She has completed her
post-graduate training through the International Chiropractic
Pediatric Association in the Webster Technique and
Pregnancy Care.
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BRINGING BACK BREECH –
EMPOWERING MOMS THROUGH CHOICE
By Suzi Martin

Although I know of several other moms who have
delivered their babies as I delivered mine, we are
part of a rare group we sometimes casually call,
“The vaginal breech birth club.” However, there is
nothing ‘casual’ about making it into this ‘club’. For most
women, the path is fraught with obstacles and fear.
My first baby (born in 2013 at the Foothills Hospital in Calgary)
was a surprise breech. Her presentation was discovered after
I had started pushing, so the staff had to make some fast
changes to our birth process (including switching doctors,
doing an ultrasound to confirm the baby’s position, having
me consult with an anesthesiologist, and going over potential
risks of delivering breech). They did this very quickly and soon
I was back to pushing out my lovely little bum-first baby. I
felt blessed to have access to this doctor who would support
vaginal breech delivery; when I tell this birth story, he floats
into the room like an angel and calmly walks me through my
breech adventure.
Breech presentation was first treated as an automatic cause
for caesarean section in 2001. Between 1997 and April
2000, researchers conducted a large, international clinical
trial comparing a policy of planned caesarean delivery
with planned vaginal delivery, and a paper was published in
October, 2000, by The Lancet, called, “Term Breech Trial.”
The paper definitively showed, initially, that the outcomes
of breech deliveries were worse by vaginal birth than by
caesarean. In 2001, The American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists (ACOG) put out a position paper in their
annual compendium that recommended all breeches be
delivered by caesarean. It did not take long for nearly every
doctor in North America and several other countries around
the world to stop offering vaginal delivery as a choice for
breech babies. Two years later a critical review of the study1
uncovered that they had included a lot of things that should
not have been included, such as unplanned breech deliveries,
preemie breech deliveries, and breeches with congenital
anomalies. Once they corrected for those things, they realized
that the initial conclusion was incorrect. In 2006 ACOG revised
their recommendation2 and by June, 2009, The Society of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Canada (SOGC) had
followed suit by changing policy to once again promote
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vaginal breech delivery3, but by then the damage was done.
The revised American position paper states, “Cesarean delivery
will be the preferred mode for most physicians because of
the diminishing expertise in vaginal breech delivery.” One
study showed that in Denmark, over the course of one year
after Term Breech Trial’s publication, caesarean deliveries
skyrocketed from 50-80% and then continued to stay at that
level despite the recommendations being withdrawn just over
five years later4. Even doctors who are trained to deliver breech
will often say they do not want to. Anxiety of the practitioner
is often huge and insurance companies, hospital policies, and
even local laws may make it difficult for doctors to want to
deliver breech vaginally. Following the dwindling of expertise,
the industry is having to reteach how to deliver breech as
well as change expectations and perceptions about breech
delivery.
While there are some risks associated with breech birth –
namely broken or dislocated bones and, in the worst
cases, oxygen deficiency caused by cord prolapse or head
entrapment (often a concern for preemie babies whose heads
are larger than their bodies) – the majority of breech babies
can be born safely in a natural manner, particularly with a calm
and skilled provider5. In fact, many breech babies can come
out entirely unassisted if the mom is on all-fours (or another
upright position) during delivery. When assistance is required,
however, the care provider needs to have certain skills to
help get the baby out safely. A panicked care provider can be
the greatest source of risk in a breech delivery. Ultrasounds
performed by care providers can help determine if the baby’s
position is favourable for a vaginal delivery by examining
position and head flexion.
I am part of an international online group that shares resources
and provides support to mothers and care providers who are
facing breech presentation. It is common for mothers in this
group to plan to travel great distances – some to a different
state or province, and even a different country – to be allowed
to attempt a vaginal breech delivery. A common birth plan
moms consider is to show up at a hospital (that may not have
breech-trained doctors), refuse a C-section, and push out the
baby unassisted if there are no trained staff to assist with the

delivery. Some hospitals have breech ‘bans’ causing women
to study the fine print of hospital policies and local legal rights
to determine if there are any loop holes that would allow
them to deliver breech vaginally. In some locales it is illegal
for a midwife to assist a breech home birth. Care providers
who are ill-educated, misinformed, or just plain afraid will use
fear mongering tactics on moms who are already stressed to
coerce them into choosing a C-section. A few fast-labouring
women have had their breech babies pushed back inside
them so that they could be delivered by C-section because of
hospital policies that do not allow for vaginal breech birth. For
many women, the choice of how they birth their babies has
been taken away simply because of fear or the lack of training
their care providers have received.
When my second baby presented breech in 2016 at my 32week checkup I suddenly found myself considering my own
options. How far would I have to travel to a ‘breech-friendly’
hospital? If I went to a closer hospital without breech-trained
doctors, would I be strong enough to refuse a C-section
and push out my baby on my own in front of fearful and

judgmental staff? What were my rights if I chose to do that?
While I considered these (and many other) scenarios, I spent
up to three hours a day trying various techniques to turn my
baby. I researched and mentally prepared for a seamless birth
using visualization, hypnobirthing, and Ina May’s Guide to
Childbirth. I found online resources that supported breech
birth and tried to fill my life with positive intention about
this birth. A study done in 2014 showed that 89.4% of moms
who delivered breech would attempt another vaginal breech
delivery, but only 56.7% felt supported by their care provider
and less than half of them (42.3%) felt supported by family
and friends6. I agreed with the stats – I wanted to have another
vaginal birth, but friends and family were skeptical and would
say things like, “Well, if a C-section might be safer, maybe just
have one.” The casual way comments like these were said
made me feel they thought it was a light decision: like it was a
coffee I might order at a café. Thankfully, my midwives were
100% supportive of another vaginal breech delivery.
Well, I finally went into labour and I was terrified. So great
was the social expectation to have a C-section that I worried
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I was making a dangerous decision for my baby. We made
our way to the South Health Campus Hospital in Calgary
(the eighth closest hospital to me), where I would have the
best chance at a vaginal delivery based on the number of
breech-trained staff. With the support of my midwives I had
refused sizing ultrasounds (knowing that many care providers
will treat a large baby as cause for a C-section, even though
a large breech baby does not make for a riskier birth). Since
my baby was ten days overdue, and I did not have a recent
sizing ultrasound, the doctor was required to recommend a
C-section according to hospital policies. I was prepared for
this and had practiced refusing it gracefully. I also informed the
doctor that I was not against a caesarean if the need should
arise. I listened as the doctor listed the risks of delivering
breech, although I had done enough research to know what
they were. I told the doctor that I wanted to deliver on allfours, and that I wanted the delivery to be as hands-off as
possible. I was relieved when she was enthusiastic and agreed
to my requests.

delivery into regular industry conversations.

After weeks of stress and preparation, I pushed out my second
breech baby almost exactly as I had imagined during all of my
visualization sessions. I had been in labour for less than three
hours. My recovery was quick compared to where a C-section
would have left me.

Editor’s Notes

As a mother, empower yourself through knowledge, regardless
of whether you are facing breech birth or other pregnancy
or birthing challenges. Having information provides you with
powerful tools for negotiating the birth you want and also
helps you understand what your particular risks and options
are. For example, through my own research I have learned
that providers have told many women who are trying for a
vaginal birth after caesarean (VBAC) that they are not good
candidates because their baby is breech. However, while
VBAC and breech each carry certain risks, the risks are not
compounded if both scenarios are present7,8. Hip dysplasia
(a common affliction of breech babies) is unrelated to birth
method altogether, but rather the breech position in utero
as well as genetics. Some options may be ‘hidden’ (such as
care providers who are trained to deliver breech but do not
advertise it because it is ‘easier’ for them to recommend a
C-section). Additionally, a doctor delivering a breech baby by
C-section already has most of the training required to deliver
a vaginal breech because similar challenges arise in both cases
and many maneuvers are the same. Simply asking your care
provider about their experience and attitude regarding breech
birth will be informative and get the discussion about breech

3. Andrew Kotaska, Savas Menticoglou, Robert Gagnon, Dan Farine, Melanie Basso,
et al., “Vaginal Delivery of Breech Presentation: No. 226 June 2009,” International
Journal of Gynecology & Obstetrics 107, no. 2 (November 2009): 169-176.
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If you have had an experience with breech delivery – vaginally
or by C-section – consider writing a letter to Alberta Health
Services or the SOGC reflecting your personal experience
surrounding the search for support in vaginal breech delivery
and/or the lack of options supported by your care provider
and/or local hospital9. Dr. Ronald Wu, a retired pro-vaginalbreech doctor in the USA states, “We need to have options
in life, and those options need to be protected.” We have the
power to protect and even expand the options available to us.
The triumphant smile in my post-birth photo demonstrates
that I got to birth the way I wanted to and chose to – naturally,
in a supportive environment, and following my body’s
processes. I am grateful to live in a region that empowers
breech moms by training care providers and providing choice
to those who would like to have a natural birth. Let us continue
to grow the breech resources in our province and country so
that every mom can have a choice.

1. Marek Glezerman, “Five Years to the Term Breech Trial: The Rise and Fall of a
Randomized Controlled Trial,” American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology 194,
no. 1 (2006): 20-25.
2. ACOG Committee on Obstetric Practice, “ACOG Committee Opinion No. 340.
Mode of Term Singleton Breech Delivery,” Obstetrics & Gynecology 108, no. 1 (July,
2006): 235-237.

4. Christine C. Th. Rietberg, Patty M. Elferink-Stinkens, and Gerard H. A. Visser, “The
Effect of the Term Breech Trial on Medical Intervention Behavior and Neonatal
Outcome in The Netherlands: An Analysis of 35,453 Term Breech Infants,” BJOG An
International Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology 112, no. 2 (February, 2005): p
205-209.
5. “Breech Childbirth,” Education, the Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
of Canda, accessed on February 6, 2018, http://pregnancy.sogc.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/05/PDF_breechchildbirth_ENG.pdf
6. K. Petrovska, N. P. Watts, C. Catling, A. Bisits, and C. S. Homer, “Supporting Women
Planning a Vaginal Breech Birth: An International Survey,” PubMed 43, no. 4
(December, 2016): 353-357.
7. Robyn G. D. Kennare, Graeme Tucker, Adrian Heard, and Annabelle Chan, “Risks of
Adverse Outcomes in the Next Birth After a First Cesarean Delivery,” Obstetrics &
Gynecology 109, no. 2 (February, 2007): 270-276.
8. Bruce L. Flamm, Marc W. Fried, Neal M. Lonky, and Wendy Saurenman Giles,
“External Cephalic Version After Previous Cesarean Section,” American Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology (AJOG) 165, no. 2 (August, 1991): 370-372.
9. Alberta Health Services c/o the Patient Relations Department: Fax: 1-877-871-4340
Mail: Patient Concerns Officer and Executive Director, Patient Relations Suite 300,
North Tower, 10030 107, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3E4 or Jennifer Blake CEO C/O
SOGC, 2781 Lancaster Road, Suite 200, Ottawa, ON K1B 1A7

Suzi Martin, a retired environmental engineer and stay-athome mother of two lives with her family outside of Cochrane,
Alberta. Suzi teaches music and enjoys a variety of outdoor
activities. She is passionate about supporting people of all ages
in their personal development.
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EDITOR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN
EMPOWERED BIRTH
After nearly a decade of learning and researching within the

“The Cascade of Intervention: How one medical intervention

birth industry I have read some amazing articles, published by

can lead to many more,” by Claire MacDonald , from Birth

Birth Issues magazine, and some wonderful books: most of

Issues Fall 2011, Making Informed Choices

which are available within our lending library. Here is a list of
some educational and inspiring pieces on what I feel are key
areas when planning for an empowering birth. This is by no
means meant as a comprehensive guide to the best of birth
literature, but instead covers some of my personal favorite
articles, authors, and topics.
Considering who you are birthing with, where you want to

“Best Evidence: Induction of Labour,” by Childbirth
Connection, from Birth Issues Spring 2016, Induction: The
childbirth hell on wheels
Gentle Birth, Gentle Mother, by Sarah Buckley

Waterbirth

birth, and how you would handle many of the common, and

“Waterbirth can be a Hospital Experience,” by Carly Beaulieu

even rare, possible outcomes of birth can give you confidence

RM , from Birth Issues Winter 2016, Water Birth: From Water

in your birth team, your own body, and the natural process that

into Water

is birth.

“A Brief History of Waterbirth,” by Niko Palmer, from Birth

On Care Providers, Location &
Prenatal Preparation

Issues Winter 2016, Water Birth: From Water into Water

Posterior

“Informed Decision Making,” by Lisa Mackell, from Birth Issues

“Posterior babies, back labour, and how to prevent having

Fall 2011, Making Informed Choices

a caesarean,” by Jen McKinnon , from Birth Issues Fall 2012,

“Orgasmic Birth Fact Sheet,” from Birth Issues Spring-Summer
2014, Orgasmic Body: Pleasurable pregnancy, sensuous birth,
and postpartum sex
“Hypnosis for Childbirth: What is it and does it work?” by Kerry

Posterior Babes: How to prevent malpositioning and ‘failure to
progress’

Twins

Tuschhoff HCHI, CHt, CI , from Birth Issues Summer 2015,

“Preparing for Natural Childbrith with Twins,” by Tracy

Psychology: Birth is 98% Mental!

Goutbeck , from Birth Issues Summer 2012, Twins: More Work
and More Love

Inductions, Interventions &
Medications
“On the importance of gentle birth: Midwifery and the
medicalization of childbirth,” by Vyky Reid , from Birth Issues
Fall 2011 Making Informed Choices
“Birth and Brain Waves: A Shift in Consciousness,” by Shay
Sampson , from Birth Issues Summer 2015, Psychology: Birth is
98% Mental!
“Intervention in Childbirth: Risks and Benefits,” by Angela
Anderson , from Birth Issues Fall 2012, Posterior Babes: How to

After In Vitro Fertilization
“Trusting your body to give birth after in vitro fertilization,” by
Gemma Stone , from Birth Issues Summer 2012, , Twins: More
Work and More Love

Breech
“Birth Options Limited When Baby is Breech,” by Guinevere A.
Murphy , from Birth Issues Spring 2015, Breech Babies: You can
give birth without surgery!

prevent malpositioning and ‘failure to progress’
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VBAC

“HBAC: Home Birth After Caesarean A Commentary on Risk,

Second Chance: A Mother’s Quest for a Natural Birth After a
Cesarean by Thais Nye Derich
International Caesarean Awareness Network (ICAN) which is
available on social media via Facebook or at www.ican-online.
org/

Birth Issues Summer 2010, Home Birth: Totally Safe for Healthy
Pregnant Women

Healing from Trauma, Loss or Grief
Expecting Sunshine: A Journey of Grief, Healing, and

“Preparing for Birth: The Virtuous Cycle,” by Claire MacDonald
, from Birth Issues Winter 2010, Birth After A Caesarean: The
Many Empowered Ways to Do It
“Should I schedule a caesarean or try a vaginal birth?” by
Claudia Villeneuve , from Birth Issues Winter 2010, Birth After A
Caesarean: The Many Empowered Ways to Do It
“Trial of Labor After Cesarean (TOLAC),” from Birth Issues
Winter 2010, Birth After A Caesarean: The Many Empowered
Ways to Do It
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Personal Responsibility, and Safety,” by Donna Ritter, from

Pregnancy After Loss by Alexis Marie Chute
“Healing and Understanding Birth Trauma,” by Jennifer
Summerfeldt B.A., M.A. , from Birth Issues Summer 2015,
Psychology: Birth is 98% Mental!
Jennifer Summerfeldt’s, “Healing After Birth Program”

Breastfeeding
Dr. Jack Newman’s Guide to Breastfeeding, by Dr. Jack
Newman and Teresa Pitman
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Dictionary of Terms
Asynclitic presentation occurs normally early in birth as the baby’s
head tips into the pelvis towards one shoulder, but if it remains tilted
after the baby has engaged deeply into the pelvis it can be difficult to
birth smoothly through the narrow passage of the pelvis, the ischial
spines. Laying in one position is not likely to bring the baby down
further and very specific techniques will be needed which include a
side lying pose (with top knee bent towards the ceiling), lunges or the
‘dangle’ (see Spinning Babies at https://spinningbabies.com/learnmore/baby-positions/other-fetal-positions/asynclitism/).
Doppler uses a continuous wave of ultrasound rather than a pulse as
a typical ultrasound would use; although the exposure to ultrasound
emission is much higher with a sonograph, or traditional ultrasound, as
the levels are higher than in a hand-held Doppler. Studies have shown
this can cause a warming of the tissues, particularly of boney areas and
the brain of the developing fetus which could be attributed to other
risks which have been observed in different studies.

Epidurals depend on the strength of the cocktail and the birthing
body’s reaction to it: she may feel nothing or will still feel a certain
amount of pressure but without pain. She will have a catheter placed,
IV, saline and synthetic oxytocin administered, blood pressure cuff,
continuous monitoring, and bed bound. The epidural is known to
slow down the body’s production of the natural form of oxytocin.
Without oxytocin there are no uterine contractions, so no labour! This
is why a synthetic form of it is administered to the labouring mom
via a drip. The epidural is associated with a number of risks including
contractions slowing down, malpositioning of baby, tetonic – long and
sustained – contractions, placental abruption, poor fetal heart tones,
and instrument delivery. These risks depend on when the epidural was
placed (for example, earlier at 4 cm or later around 8 cm), for how
long it has been in the body, and how strong the dose is. An epidural
has also been associated with an increased risk of interventions—one
intervention leading to another to compensate for the negative
effects of the previous intervention. Epidurals slow down contractions
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Dictionary of Terms continued...
and cause malpositioning. Non-gravity friendly positions cause baby
to stay high, the analgesic effect of the pelvic floor prevent baby from
rotating, and a lack of sensations from the mother prevents her from
pushing effectively. The epidural also affects baby as the drug passes
to baby via the blood stream. As narcotics are respiratory suppressants,
and babies have immature lungs, epidurals increase the risk of having
poor fetal heart tones, low Apgar scores, and babies that will need
resuscitation after birth.
Forceps instruments are made of two branches that lock together.
Each branch has a curved blade that presses around one side the
baby’s head. The woman is placed on her back and the obstetrician
will administer a mild local anesthetic around the perineum and do
an episiotomy. The position on the baby’s head is checked. Then the
obstetrician inserts one forcep at a time on each side of the baby’s
head (cupping it) and locks them together. The fetal head is then
rotated to the occiput anterior position if it is not already in that
position.
GBS infection sites are the mucous membranes (eyes, nose, mouth)
and can occur either when the bag of water ruptures or during
pushing. If infected, a baby can be more prone to pneumonia and
meningitis. The most effective preventative measure is intravenous
antibiotic (Penicillin) during labour (at least one dose four hours
before the birth), which minimizes the risk of the baby acquiring the
infection as he/she passes through the vagina during pushing. Refusing
vaginal exams and changing pads regularly also help. There is recent
research demonstrating that waterbirth also minimizes the risks. Some
countries choose to monitor the baby for symptoms of infection,
rather than give antibiotics in labour.
Inductions are always done at the hospital, and may take several
days before you are in active labour. This will mean that from start,
to several hours postpartum, you will have the IV in. Women have
reported that the contraction pattern is strong. Some women cope
well but most will end up asking for an epidural. Some babies find
this contraction pattern too strong too and may have trouble coping
over the long term, which can lead to a caesarean. If your caregiver
recommends an induction, although your baby is not in distress,
remember that the SOGC recommends a wait-and-see approach or
to consider it ten days after the due date.
Non-stress tests (NST) are named, “Non-stress,” because no stress is
placed on the baby during the test. It is not a stress test, which would
be giving a woman oxytocin to trigger some contractions to see how
baby reacts. NST involves attaching one belt to the mother’s abdomen
to measure fetal heart rate and another belt to measure contractions.
Movement, heart rate and ‘reactivity’ of heart rate to movement are
measured for 20-30 minutes. If the baby does not move, it does not
necessarily indicate that there is a problem; the baby could just be
asleep. It may be performed if you sense that the baby is not moving
as frequently as usual, if your placenta is not functioning adequately, or
you are past your due date.
Pushing occurs when a woman feels like pushing her baby. She is 10
cm dilated. She may first feel grunty for a while and eventually she

will have an overwhelming natural urge to push. It is called, “The fetal
ejection reflex.” It may be best for a woman to stay focused and for the
team to be quiet. Truly, when a woman feels like pushing she needs
no encouragement! Allow her to get to that stage, do not force her to
push, even if she is 10 cm dilated, until she has the real urge. If the urge
fails to come after a few hours, privacy and a change of position will
usually do the trick.
Stretch and sweeps cause a release of prostaglandins, which can
help to kick-start labour. The cervix needs prostaglandins to become
stretchy and to dilate. After this exam, you may experience some
spotting and/or mild cramping. Semen also has high amount of
prostaglandins—so being intimate, on a regular basis, can have the
same effect while maintaining your privacy.
Third stage of Labour – despite some caregivers preferring to
manage the birth of the placenta so it can be born within 15 minutes
of baby’s birth (by tugging at the umbilical cord while pressing on
top of the uterus while the woman is lying on her back) – should be
handled calmly and largely hands-off. The Society of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists of Canada (SOGC) states, “There is no evidence
that, in an uncomplicated delivery without bleeding, interventions
to accelerate delivery of the placenta before the traditional 30 to
45 minutes will reduce the risk of PPH (postpartum hemorrhage).”
A woman can choose to adopt a more gravity-friendly position to
birth the placenta, such as standing on her knees and pushing down.
Breastfeeding also stimulates contractions, which in turn helps push
the placenta out. For more info read: SOGC, “SOGC Clinical Practice
Guideline 235—Active Management of the Third Stage of Labour:
Prevention and Treatment of Postpartum Hemorrhage,” Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology Canada (2009): 980-993.
Lemon verbena cocktails should only be used when the baby is at
term and when the cervix is already soft and favourable to dilation.
Castor oil causes mild irritation of the bowels which stimulates the
uterus to contract and can cause labour to start. It should only be used
if the cervix is favourable, that is, stretchy. If the cervix has not started
to change you run the risk of exhausting yourself, getting dehydrated,
and compromising your baby. It can also be taken with apricot juice
and almond butter.
Vacuum delivery will have an obstetrician, usually, do an episiotomy,
attach a suction cup to the presenting part of the baby’s head and
apply traction while mom is pushing.
Yoni eggs are made of an egg shaped, and polished, semiprecious
stone that is held in the vagina. It has been attributed with several
benefits, including in part: increasing natural lubrication, tightening
vaginal walls, increasing nerve growth and sensitivity, overcoming
some issues with infertility, preventing tearing during birth and helping
to repair tissue and nerves after birth, reducing PMS, menstrual cramps
and the duration of menses. For more information see: Love Stone.
“What are Yoni eggs?” Accessed February 3, 2018, https://yoniegg.
com/what-are-yoni-eggs/.

There is a secret in our culture, and it is not that birth
is painful. It is that women are strong.
– Laura Harm
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Lactation Consultants @ Home
This section is reserved for lactation consultants who do home visits in Alberta. They do not ask their clients to come to them, at their office or clinic.
We know that there may be many Lactation Consultants in hospital and clinical settings; however most mothers find it difficult to leave home when they
have a newborn. They will delay accessing help because of it, which has an impact on her breastfeeding success.
La Leche League leaders (LLL) are enthusiastic women who have breastfed their children and are leaders in their community. They can be of great help.
Give them a call.
To include a listing contact info@asac.ab.ca and become an ASAC member! Go to www.asac.ab.ca, click on “About ASAC” and “Join/Renew
Membership”.

Alberta Independent Registered
Lactation Consultants
www.ailc.ca

Shannon Bayer RN, IBCLC, RLC
Sndanforth@hotmail.com| 403-618-5326
www.entirelymom.com

Leah Cadieux IBCLC

Fiona Lang-Sharpe IBCLC

Nadia Houle BSc (Kines), RAc, CLC

fionalangsharpe@gmail.com | 780-886-6818
www.fionalangsharpe.com

Women’s Balance Wholistic Health
info@womensbalancehealth.ca | 780-919-6870

Erie Melnychuk IBCLC

Taryn McLafferty BSc, CLC

erie@edmontonibclc.ca| 780-887-1189
www.edmontonibclc.ca

doulataryn@gmail.com | 780-717-3717

Mimi Pendlebury IBCLC

niko@blossomingbellies.ca | 780-965-6585
blossomingbellies.ca

ulactation@gmail.com| 780-299-9354 www.ailc.ca

mimi.pendlebury@gmail.com| 403-771-4770
www.ailc.ca

Pam Davey BSc., IBCLC, CD(DONA)

Christine Schubert IBCLC

Niko Palmer CD (DONA), PES, CLC

Ashley Polimac CLC
ash.polimac@gmail.com | 780-236-3575
https://ashpolimac.wixsite.com/topknotnursing

birthingsinceforever@gmail.com | 780-554-8475
www.wix.com/birthing/sinceforever

christine@overthemoonls.com | 403-688-7955
overthemoonls.com

Jenni L Duke PP IBCLC, RN, BSc, LLL
Leader (Red Deer and Central Alberta)

Certified Lactation Counselors
CLC

comfortu@liva.ca| 403.596.3853
www.asnewbornbabes.jimdo.com

Arie Brentnall-Compton LE, CLC, CBE

Certified Breastfeeding
Educators
Erin Moyen, CLE, LCCE, PCD(DONA)

Krystal Hoople RN, BScN, IBCLC

arie@tadpoles.ca | 780-777-9525

info@erinmoyen.com | 587-225-9595
www.ChavahChildbirthServices.com

NaturalConnections@shaw.ca | 780-907-3481

Lee-Ann Grenier LE, CBE, CLC, LLL Leader

Susan Prendergast MN, RN, NP, CBE

Kim Johnstone IBCLC

lacgrenier@gmail.com | 780-571-4039

info@ellithia.com| 780-293-6999
http://www.ellithia.com/

kim@rootsfamilyservices.com| 780-490-8902
http://www.ailc.ca
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PLACENTA ENCAPSULATION SERVICES IN ALBERTA
Your baby’s placenta contains your own natural hormones and is perfectly adapted to your needs. Thanks to it some women
dehydrate their placentas and put it in capsules to use during the initial months after giving birth. It is believed to balance your hormonal
system, replenish depleted iron, lessen bleeding, increase breastmilk production, ease your postpartum moods, and hasten the return of your
uterus’ pre-pregnancy state! To include a listing contact info@asac.ab.ca and become an ASAC member! Go to www.asac.ab.ca, click on
“About ASAC” and “Join/Renew Membership”.

A Beautiful Child: Marissa Dean

from Baby, with Love: Sandra Finlan

Serving Calgary and surrounding communities
403-560-6470
marissadean2009@hotmail.com
www.facebook.com/abeautifulchildservices

Serving Red Deer to Rocky Mountain House and area
403-896-7809
sfinlan@frombabywithlove.com
www.facebook.com/frombabywithlove

A Conscious Birth: Candyce Morris

Full Circle Birth Collective

Serving Edmonton and area

Sonya Duffee CLD CLDT (CAPPA)

780-709-9514

Serving Edmonton
587-521-2717
fullcirclebirthcollective@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/FCBCdoula

candyce@aconsciousbirth.com
www.AConsciousBirth.com

Alicia Farvolden
Serving Edmonton and surrounding areas

Healing Tree Essentials: Sara Dvorak

780-982-0175

Serving Lethbridge
587-220-0936
healingtreeessentials.com

doula.alicia@live.ca

Central Alberta Placenta Encapsulation
Serving Red Deer and Central Alberta
403-396-3747
info@centralalbertadoulas.com
www.centralalbertaplacentaencapsulation.com

Krista Oestreich

Doula Moon Birth Services: Justyna Czort

Lacey Park (Chinook City Doulas)

Serving Edmonton Area
780-716-7180
Doulamoonbirthservices@gmail.com
Facebook.com/doulamoonbirth
Instagram: doulamoon
www.doulamoonbirth.com

Erin Church
Serving Edmonton and area
780-619-8468
erin.117@gmail.com
www.madebyyou.ca

f.a.b. birth services: Kimberley Girard
Serving Calgary and the rural Foothills (Okotoks, High River,
Nanton, Pincher Creek, Black Diamond, Turner Valley, Bragg
Creek, Cochrane)
403-971-8094
info@fierceandbeautiful.com
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Serving Didsbury to Blackfalds
403-559-9329
kristaoestreich@yahoo.com
Serving Calgary and Southern Alberta
403-510-8834
info@chinookcitydoulas.com
www.chinookcitydoulas.com

Natasha Longridge CD(DONA), PES
Serving Edmonton and area
780-318-9336
natashalongridge@hotmail.com
www.placentaedmonton.webs.com

Niko Palmer CD(DONA), PES
Serving Edmonton and area
780-965-6585
niko.palmer@gmail.com
blossomingbellies.ca/

Pure Birth Services: Susan Stewart LaForest and
Kitana Demers
Serving Calgary, Cardston, Okotoks, Airdrie, High River, Bragg
Creek, Banff, Canmore, Red Deer, Didsbury, and Nanton
403-668-7732 or 403-801-4081
susan@purebirth.ca | www.purebirth.ca

PLACENTA ENCAPSULATION SERVICES IN ALBERTA
Roots of Life Placenta Encapsulation

Women’s Balance Health

Serving Edmonton and area: Trudi Rumball RAc., HHP, PES
780-298-9811
Serving Calgary and area: Nicole Stevens RAc., HHP, PES
587-984-4915

Serving Sherwood Park and Edmonton
Nadia Houle BSc, RAc, CLC
780-919-6870
info@womensbalancehealth.ca
womensbalancehealth.ca

RootsofLifetn@gmail.com
www.placentaroots.com

Stefanie McKinnon CD(DONA), CBE, PES
Serving Edmonton and area
780-966-3828
beautiful.beginnings@shaw.ca
www.beautiful-beginnings.ca

Women’s bodies have their own wisdom, and a system of birth
refined over 100,000 generations is not so easily overpowered
– Sarah Buckley
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Community Resource Listing
Alberta Angel Dresses

Edmonton VBAC Support Association/ICAN of Edmonton

They take donated wedding gowns and turn them into burial dresses for
Angel babies. Please check first to see if they are currently in need of
wedding dresses. | http://angeldressescanada.com/

Cesarean and VBAC parent meetings. Cesarean prevention class. Our
Facebook page is where everything happens.
#201, 8135 - 102 Street, Edmonton, Alberta | edmontonVBAC@gmail.com

Alberta Health Advocate

Friends of Freebirth

Albertan’s do not need to know which Advocate they need before calling
or writing. This is a place to come to for advice on how to solve problems
and staff will direct you to the correct Advocate or resources.

Planning to freebirth? Experienced freebirth? Support the freebirth option?
Our growing community of families shares wisdom and resources.
friendsoffreebirth@yahoo.ca

Address: 12th Floor, Centre West Building 10035-108 St,
Edmonton, AB, T5J 3E1
780-422-1812 | Toll-Free: 310-0000
healthadvocates@gov.ca | www.albertahealthadvocates.ca

Friends of Medicare

Angel Whispers
Based out of Edmonton and provide support groups, counselling and
connecting loss families with resources.
http://www.angelwhispers.ca/angelwhispers/who-we-are

Compass Centre for Sexual Wellness
780-423-3737 | info@compasscentre.ca
http://www.compasscentre.ca/home

Doula Association of Edmonton
Are you pregnant? Have you just given birth? Would you like extra
professional support during your pregnancy, birth or even after? Talk with
a doula from the Doula Association of Alberta.
780-945-8080 | contactus@edmontondoula.org
www.edmontondoula.org

Do you care about your healthcare system? FOM is a non-partisan provincial
coalition raising public awareness on concerns related to Medicare in Alberta
and Canada, lobbying governments to maintain a health care system that
adheres to the spirit and the letter of the Canada Health Act, and opposing
investor-owned, for-profit, two tiered or private health care.
780-423-4581 | info@friendsofmedicare.org | www.friendsofmedicare.org

Hazel’s Heroes
A weekend retreat held in Alberta for parents and families of loss, with a hope
that connecting and being able to have open communication about their
losses will help themselves, each other and their communities.
https://www.hazelsheroes.ca/spa-wellness/

H.E.A.R.T.S
A support program, including counselling and many services. Three locations
in Alberta! | http://heartsbabyloss.ca/

Hope Mommies:
A Christian organization that was started in the US. Although no chapter has
been started within Alberta there is an option to start a chapter, to support
loss moms with resources and needed items, and for now offers an online
community, resources, blog and more.

Parent Care:
Support group run out of Edmonton.
http://www.parent-care.ca

Pediatric Palliative Care Program, Child Health Program,
Capital Health
780-407-7210 (physician) or 780-407-7652 (nurse coordinator)
Email Dawn Davies MD or Tara Wren
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Postpartum Depression Awareness
Resources for families and women who suffer from postpartum depression.
Find about the many groups and professionals that can support you.
780-903-7418 | info@ppda.ca | www.ppda.ca

Postpartum Progress
Postpartum progress is a nonprofit that offers resources for moms suffering/
recovering from a maternal mental illness. Resources like the Mom Checklist,
list of local specialist and support groups and peer-to-peer support.
780-554-7383 | kayla.yttri@gmail.com | www.postpartumprogress.org

Sexual Assault Centre of Edmonton
To make an appointment for counselling, adults are asked to call our Intake
Counsellor | 780-423-4102.
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PRENATAL CLASSES IN EDMONTON AREA
To include a listing contact info@asac.ab.ca and become an ASAC member! Go to www.asac.ab.ca,
click on “About ASAC” and “Join/Renew Membership”.
A Helping Hand: Nancy Johnson

Location: Edmonton
Time: 6 weeks, 2 hours/class—12 hours
Phone: 780-916-8066
Email: helping_hand@shaw.ca
Website: www.helpinghandprenatal.weebly.com

Alicia Farvolden

Location: Edmonton
Time: Private customized prenatal classes in your home on your
schedule
Phone: 780-982-0175
Email: doula.alicia@live.ca

Ananda Labour & Birth Workshops

Annemarie van Oploo, BScN, mom of four, doula and childbirth
educator and Ryan Vogelaar, new dad, yoga and prenatal yoga teacher
Location: Grow Centre on Whyte, 10516 - 82 Avenue, Edmonton
Time: Sundays, 4 hour workshop
Phone: 780-721-5430
Email: birthspace@yahoo.ca
Website: www.facebook.com/birthspace

Conscious Birth Circles:
Claire MacDonald, MA, (CD)DONA
Location: Edmonton
Time: 6 weeks, 2 hours/class—12 hours
Phone: 587-920-7911
Email: cveisseire@yahoo.ca

Doula Care

Mitzi Gerber CLD, LE(CAPPA), CBE
Niko Palmer (CD)DONA, CBE, PES
Stefanie McKinnon CD(DONA), CBE, PES
Heather Hill (CD)DONA, CBE
Location: Edmonton, Lucina Center
Phone: 780-450-0983 or 780-266-3773
Email: mitger@telus.net
Website: doulacare.vpweb.ca

Energy of Birthing: Ava Curtola R.N.
Location: Spruce Grove and Edmonton
Time: Weekend, 4 hours/class—8 hours
Phone: 780-504-1424
Website: www.theEnergyofBirthing.com

Hypnobabies Childbirth Education:
Full Circle Birth Collective
Nicole Sailes, Certified Hypnobabies Instructor
Serving Edmonton, Beaumont and area
Time: Sundays at 1 pm and weeknights at 6 pm
Phone: 780-929-0103
Email: Nicole@fullcirclebirthcollective.com
Website: www.fullcirclebirthcollective.com

Hypnobabies Childbirth Education:
Ricky Issler CD(DONA), HCHI

Location: Edmonton and Beaumont
Time: Weekly for 6 weeks, 3 hour/class (see website for class schedule)
Phone: 780-929-4669
Email: comfortinghands@telus.net
Website: www.comfortinghandsdoula.com

Midwifery Care Partners:
Barbara Scriver, RM

Location: Edmonton South
Time: Weekly, Mondays, 2 hours/class—6 hours
Phone: 780-490-5383
Email: barb@midwiferycp.ca
Website: www.midwiferycp.ca

Motherizing Childbirth Education:
Lisa Cryderman, R.N.

Location: Edmonton
Time: Weekend (Fri, Sat, Sun) or over 4 weeks—12 hours
Phone: 780–901-1178
Email: lisa@motherizing.com
Website: www.motherizing.com

Ohm Birth Angel: Childbirth classes
Moonlight in the night: Abortion healing circle
Gwladys Jousselme, Phd, Childbirth educator
Location: Bonnie Doon
Time: on week-ends, weekly for 9 weeks, 3 hour/class
Email: contact.gwladys@gmail.com
Website: www.the-womb-of-love.com

Soul Birth ~ Midwifery for the Soul:
Jennifer Summerfeldt
Location: online
Time: 8 modules in your own time
Email: Jennifer@soulbirth.ca
Website: www.onlinechildbirthclasses.org

Terra – Centre for Pregnant & Parenting Teens
Location: Edmonton Centre
Times: Weekly, 2 hours
Phone: 780-428-3772
Email: terra@terraassociation.com
Website: terracentre.ca

Transition Doula Collective

Trish Walker, Kayla Becvar & Erin Liber Birthing From Within Mentors &
Doulas
Location: Edmonton
Times: Six Weekly Sessions (2hrs each) or Weekend (six hours each day)
Phone: 587-596-5878
Email: transitiondoulas@gmail.com
Website: www.transitiondoulas.ca

Women Before Us Doula Services:
Taryn McLafferty BSc, CLC

Evidence based prenatal classes (private or group)
Location: Edmonton, Sherwood Park, Vegreville
Time: 6 week series, or weekend workshop (each 12 hours of
instruction)
Phone: 780-717-3717
Email: doulataryn@gmail.com
Website: www.doulataryn.com

International Cesarean Awareness Network (ICAN)
Canada
Location: Online
Time: Ongoing web seminars—unlimited!
Phone: 780-444-9527
Email: edmontonVBAC@gmail.com
Website: edmontonvbac.com
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ASAC BIRTH & BABY TALKS
APRIL 18 – JUNE 27, 2018

Looking for something to compliment your prenatal
classes? Looking to expand your knowledge about
topics from pre-pregnancy, pregnancy and beyond?
Or just to make some connections?

ASAC runs a free 11 week Birth & Baby Talk Series covering topics
that vary from Fertility and Nutrition to Making the Best of Your
Hospital Birth and Post-partum Health.
Keep a lookout on our website to confirm topics and dates,
and please pre-register to presentations@asac.ab.ca.
Wednesdays, 7–9 p.m., at the ASAC office:
7219 – 106 St., Edmonton, side door
Cycle Charting and Fertility
Nutrition in Pregnancy and Beyond
Doulas and Prenatal Classes
Alternate Health Care
Pelvic Floor Health
C-Section Prevention
Making the Best of Your Hospital Birth
Breastfeeding
Babywearing, Cloth Diapering and
Elimination Control (EC)
Post Partum Depression
and Mood Disorders
Dads Night
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ASAC

Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth

Become a Member of ASAC
for just $25 a year (or $100 for a 5-year membership), you can support the organization that supports safe
childbirth and parenting alternatives! Become a member @ www.asac.ab.ca
Be part of a unique
organization!

ASAC creates community and support

ASAC educates women about
pregnancy, birth and parenting.
❉❉ Publishes Birth Issues magazine
❉❉ Makes available its extensive library
❉❉ Information on midwifery care, doulas,
VBAC, and natural childbirth options
❉❉ Presents free lecture series
❉❉ Organizes guest speaker special events
❉❉ Public outreach at Mom Pop & Tot Fair,
Women’s Shows, and baby fairs

for new families
❉❉ Weekly playgroup
❉❉ Monthly meetings
❉❉ Birth movie screenings
❉❉ Support other local groups such as
doula associations, VBAC associations,
Alberta Association of Midwives, and a
large network of Alberta and Canadian
natural childbirth consumers
ASAC is working to increase the number
of midwives in Northern Alberta
❉❉ Lobby for midwifery education
❉❉ Political action through rallies and letter
writing campaigns
❉❉ Social networking

❉❉ Membership to boards
❉❉ Policy work
ASAC improves birthing conditions for
local women
❉❉ Donating birth stools to Lois Hole
Hospital
❉❉ Campaigning to change waterbirth
bans at hospitals
❉❉ Encouraging cooperation between
doctors, midwives and nurses

For more information | ASAC
meetings 7219 – 106 Street, side door
ASAC mailing address Box 1197, Main P.O.
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2M4 | Website
www.asac.ab.ca | E-mail info@asac.ab.ca

ASAC CONTACTS
President

Secretary

Library Coordinator

Dana Weatherhead
president@asac.ab.ca

Kirsten Ziegler
secretary@asac.ab.ca

Vacant

Morgan Reid

Vice-President
External

Casino

Gala Coordinators
Rita Ramkisson and
VanLee Robblee

Playgroup Coordinator

Diversity Committee
Coordinator

Bookings Coordinator

Naomi Carter
vp_external@asac.ab.ca

Monica Eggink
casino@asac.ab.ca

Vice-President Internal

Membership
Coordinator

Christine Armitage
vp_internal@asac.ab.ca

Christina Louise Pettigrew
membership@asac.ab.ca

Vice-President Finance

General Info

Cynthia Hnatko
vp_finance@asac.ab.ca

Niko Palmer
info@asac.ab.ca

Treasurer

Birth & Baby Talks

Kathy Harrigan
treasurer@asac.ab.ca

Lauren Calleja
presentations@asac.ab.ca

Social Media
Coordinator

Vacant

Monica Eggink

Ricky Issler
bookings@asac.ab.ca

Volunteer Coordinator

Mail Pick-up

Kirsten Ziegler

Niko Palmer

Birth Issues
Distribution
Coordinator

Webmaster
Vacant

Carly Widdicomb
bi_distribution@asac.ab.ca

Join the conversation about options in birth and parenting
ASAC (Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth)

@BirthIssues
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ALBERTA MIDWIVES

To request midwifery care please fill out the centralized intake form found at www.aamclientcare.ca/waitlist/register

Edmonton, Sherwood Park, and Stony Plain areas
Beginnings Midwifery Care

HOPE Midwives*

Gaelyn Anderson, Megan Dusterhoft, Mia Fothergill,
Teilya Kiely, Heather King, RaeVeillard
beginningsmidwiferycare@gmail.com
780-490-0906

Heidi Coughlin, Tara Tilroe
www.hopemidwives.ca | hopemidwives@gmail.com

Lucina Midwives
Frances Ahmed, Carly Beaulieu, Mélanie Chevarie,
Jeneve Edwards, Joanna Greenhalgh, Krista Hamblin,
Megan Lalonde, Michelle McEwen, Marita Obst,
www.lucinacentre.ca
midwives@lucinacentre.ca
780-756-7226

Midwifery Care Partners*
Barbara Scriver
www.midwiferycp.ca | info@midwiferycp.ca
780-490-5383

JoySpring Midwifery
Cathy Harness, Heather Martin, Ola Mebude
joyspringmidwifery.ca
loveyourbaby@joyspringmidwifery.ca

Meadowlark Midwifery
Jenna Craig, Marie Tutt
www.meadowlarkmidwifery.com
meadowlark.midwives@gmail.com
587-523-0099

Passages Midwifery
Jenni Cruse, Melanna Mamo, Heather Martin,
Samantha Stupak
www.passagesmidwifery.com
info@passagesmidwifery.com | 780-968-2784

Serving High Level area and
Mackenzie County areas
Loving Arms
Tamar Quist (currently on maternity leave)
780-464-3082

Serving Lac La Bche County areas
Tree de la Vie Midwifery
Chantal Gauthier-Vaillancourt, Marianne King
www.treedelavie.weebly.com
treedelaviemidwifery@gmail.com | 780-798-2395

Serving St Albert areas
St Albert Community Midwives
Anna Gimpel, Janelle McLeod, Jennifer Thomson
www.stalbertmidwives.ca
info@stalbertmidwives.ca | 780-470-0707

Serving Fort Saskatchewan area
Comfort Midwives

Serving Red Deer and Rocky Mountain House areas
Blessingway Midwifery

Prairie Midwives

Barb Bodiguel, Nicole Matheson, Maria Schier
www.blessingwaymidwifery.ca
blessingwaymidwives@gmail.com

Jenn Binden, Tina Henry, Melissa Roberts, Shehana
Woodland
prairiemidwives.ca | midwives@prairiemidwives.ca

Serving Calgary area
Alba Midwifery

Aurora Midwifery

Vivian Maclean
www.albamidwifery.com | vivmaclean@me.com
403-370-9773

Anne-Marie Brash, Robyn Cowie, Laura Dhanwant,
Sara Grundle, Rebecca Poitras, Alisha Julien Reid, Ali
Reimer, Caroline Rocliffe, Hayley Schmidt, Kimberley
Schmidt
www.auroramidwifery.ca
info@auroramidwifery.ca
403-203-5105

Birth Partnership Midwifery
Theresa Barrett, Helen Cotter, Catherine Nicole
Dakin, Tiffany Harrison, Susan Jacoby, Patricia
Lenstra, Taryn Lynkowski, Michelle McEwen, Chelsea
Miklos, Jeannette Page, Elise Pellegrini-Ferraro, Julie
Pohoresky, Connie Sandau, Deborah Smith-Keen,
Nicola Strydom, Nemi Tobins, Deepali (Deepa)
Upadhyaya, Jennifer Wright-Maley
www.birthpartnershipmidwives.com
birthpartnershipinfo@telus.net
403-246-8968

Calgary Midwives Collective

Briar Hill Midwives
Natalie Beauchamp, Maura Burns, Toby Douglas,
Nicole Guay, Rachel Kemp, Tamara Lacelle, Mary
Landsiedel, Kim Little, Carol Stehmeir, Tietje White,
Wendy Wood
www.briarhillmidwives.ca
info@briarhillmidwives.ca
403-474-8260

Bolanle Oyewole

Serving High River and Okotoks
areas
Foothills Midwifery
Gisela Becker, Kathleen Miller-Jobson, Marie
Wilkinson
www.foothillsmidwifery.com
information@foothillsmidwifery.com
403-995-3995

Serving Bow Valley, Cochrane,
Canmore and West Calgary area
Cochrane Community Midwives
Elizabeth Larsson, Carly Scrymgeour, Chelsea
Schneider, Shianna Pace, Jessica Swain, Hannah
Stewart-Vermette | www.cochranemidwives.ca
cochranemidwives@gmail.com | 403-932-3176

Serving Lethbridge, Medicine Hat
and Fort Mcleod areas
Grassland Midwifery
Erin Giles
www.facebook.com/pg/grasslandmidwifery
erin@grasslandmidwifery.com | 403-977-3391

Alissa Bergsma, Hilary Field, Jamie Horn, Eileen
March, Peggy Maudsley, Janna Miller, Avery Nixon,
Aura-Taina Turcasso
www.calgarymidwivescollective.com
info@calgarymidwivescooperative.com
403-452-6070

Honeycomb Midwives
Melissa Andrusiak, Cassondra Evans, Krysta Hatlen,
Christy LeBlanc, Shannon Sutherland
www.honeycombmidwives.ca
admin@honeycombmidwives.ca
403-286-9945

Midwives of Medicine Hat

Matronae Midwifery

Red Community Midwives

JoanMargaret Laine
www.matronae.ca
jm@matronae.ca

Maryam Gjerde, Erin Laing, Babil Pobee, Hsiao Lan
(Nancy) Tsao, Monique Unrau
www.redcommunitymidwives.com
info@redcommunitymidwives.com

Serving Cardston County and
Pincher Creek areas

Cherry MacLagan, Terri Shaw
www.facebook.com/pg/midwivesofmedicinehat
403-866-1416

Cardston Midwives
Terri Demers, Eve Verdon
www.birthpartnershipmidwives.com | 403-246-8968

These practices are not on the central intake form. Fill out the intake form, as soon as possible, and contact each midwifery practice in your area that is not on the central form.
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Providing exceptional experiences in health and well being since 2003.

Specialized Services for Expecting & Current Mothers

EMPOWER AND ENHANCE YOUR
HEALTH AND WELL BEING
✽ Pelvic Health Physiotherapy

✽ Physiotherapy

✽ Rost Therapy

✽ Visceral Manipulation

✽ Post partum Screening

✽ Low level laser therapy- phototherapy

No Physicians Referral Required.
780 443 4473
www.curaphysio.com
17032 90 Ave Edmonton T5T 1L6 (same complex as West side Italian Center)

Full Circle
BIRTH COLLECTIVE
E S T. 1 9 9 8

Doula services: Labour & Postpartum
Hypnobabies Childbirth Education Classes
Placenta Services (encapsulation, keepsakes and more)
CAPPA Doula Training: Labour and Postpartum
Lactation Education
Infant Sleep Education
“Pops and Pints” Childbirth Education
Partner Education Classes
Fertility Awareness
Oﬀering a complete circle of support to
enhance your childbearing year.
Start your journey at fullcirclebirthcollective.com
For postpartum care and service visit us at yegppdoula.com

587 521 2717

